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Abstract
This thesis investigates an agent's optimization problem under uncertainty in finance and

environmental economics. Uncertainty is inherent in most economic problems. There is
uncertainty about future events and the response of the system to agents' controls. For example, prices of risky assets evolve over time in finance and the stocks of natural resources

evolve over time in environmental economics. The systems are described by stochastic
differential equations and called diffusion models. The basic sources of uncertainty in dif-

fusion models are Brownian motion and Poisson jump. Since the systems are stochastic, it
is diMcult for agents to determine what problems they face under the restricted information available to agents, That is, agents must select an optimal decision among al1 possible
decisions in order to solve their problems. Such optimization probiems are called stochastic control problems, and are solved by using stochastic control theory. Stochastic control
problems are formulated as (classical) stochastic control problems, optimal stopping prob-

lems, singular stochastic control problems, and impulse control problems corresponding
to considering cases. This thesis deals with a (classical) stochastic control problem, an
optimal stopping problem and impulse control problerns in order to solve financial and
environmental economics problems.
The thesis consists of an introduction and four topics. First, we examine an optimal
natural resources management problem under uncertainty with catastrophic risk, and
investigate the optimal rate of use of a natural resource. For this purpose, we use stochastic

control theory. We assume that, untilacatastrophic event occurs, the stock of the natural
resource is governed by a stochastic differential equation. We describe the catastrophic
phenomenon as a Poisson process. From this analysis, we show the optimal rate of use of
the natural resource in explicit form. Eirthermore, we present comparative static results
for the optimal rate of use of the natural resource.

Second, we investigate the value of tradable emission permits (TEPs) under uncertainty, caused by the effects of an increase in the global mean surface temperature, and
expressed as a geometric Brownian motion with a Poisson jump process, The Poisson
jump process refiects the development of new technology to reduce C02 emissions. To
this end, we formulate a policy decision-maker's problem using a real options model. The
problem is formulated as a search for the optimai timing of an irreversible investment under uncertainty, i.e. as an optimal stopping problem. From this analysis, under a suitable

set of sufficient conditions, we show the value of the TEPs and present some numerical
examples and comparative static results for their value. The value of the TEPs increases
with uncertainty about damage from atmospheric C02 concentrations, but decreases with
the degree of development of new technology.
Third, we investigate a problem in which an agent implements an environmental im-

i

provement policy under uncertainty. If an emission level of a pollutant reaches a critical
level, the agent has to decrease the emission to a certain level in order to improve the en-

vironment. The agent's problem is to minimize the expected total discounted cost, which
includes the cost of implementing the EIP and the associated damage from the pollutant,
under the assumption that a state process of the pollutant follows a geometric Brownian
motion. Then, we find critical emission levels of the pollutant, optimal implementation
times, optimal implementation size, and the value of the optimal EIP (OEIP), by using
an impulse control approach. Then we present some numerical examples and comparative
static results for the OEIP, The main results are as follows. An increase in the growth
rate of the pollutant, uncertainty, the proportional cost and the constant cost all raise the

value of the OEIP.
Finally, we investigate an optimal dividend policy with fixed and proportional transaction costs under a Brownian cash reserve process. The firm's problem is to ma)cimize
expected total discounted dividends. To this end, we formulate it as a stochastic impulse
control problem, which is approached via quasi-variational inequalities (QVI). Under a
suitable set of suflicient conditions, we show the existence of an optimal dividend policy
such that whenever the cash reserve reaches a certain level, the firm pays out a dividend.
Consequently, it instantaneously reduces to another level. We present some numerical
examples and comparative static results for the optimal dividend policy.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Uncertainty is inherent in most economic problems. There is uncertainty about future
events and the response of the system to agents' contro!s. For example, prices of risky
assets evolve over time in finance and the stocks of natural resources evolve over time in
environmental economics. The systems are described by stochastic differential equations
and are called diffusion models. The basic sources of uncertainty in diffusion models are
Brownian motion and Poisson jump. Brownian motion represents continuous evolution,
while Poisson jump represents discontinuous evolution. Since the systems are stochastic,
it is diMcult for agents to decide they are facing problems under the restricted information

available to agents. That is, agents must select an.optimal decision among al1 possible
decisions in order to solve their problems. Such optimization problems are called stochastic control problems and are solved by using stochastic control theory. Stochastic control
problems are formulated as classical stochastic control problems, optimal stopping problems, singular stochastic control problems, and impulse control problems corresponding to
considering cases. Classical stochastic control problems concern situations in which agents

continuously control the system. Optimal stopping problems concern situations in which
agents decide when to intervene to control the system. Singular stochastic and impulse
control problems induce discontinuous change of the system's state at the control time.
This thesis investigates the agents' optimization problems under uncertainty in finance
and environmental economics. To solve these problems, this thesis deals with a classical
stochastic control problem, an optimal stopping problem, and impulse control problems
to solve financial and environmental economics problems: a natural resource management
problem, the value of tradable emission permits, an environment improvement problem,
and a dividend policy problem. Thus, as a preliminary analysis, we first discuss stochastic
dynamic programming. Next, we formulate the agent's problem as an optimal stopping
problem and an impulse control pr'
oblem. For this analysis, we refer mainly to Fleming
and Soner (1993) and Yong and Zhou (1999).

Stochastic Dynamic Programming
Dynamic programming, which was developed by Richard Bellman (See Bellman (1957)),
is appropriate to both deterministic ar)d stochastic optimal control problems. The key
principle of dynamic programming is the principle of optimality. In Bellman (1957) p. 83,
Bellman stated as follows:
2

An optimal policy has the property that whatever the initial state and initial
decision are, the remaining decisions must constitute an optimal policy with
regard to the state resulting .thom the first decision.

The idea of the principle of optimality goes back to the brachistochrone problem prcF

posed by Johan Bernoulli in 1696, The problem poses the question: if a smaJl object
moves under the effect of gravity, which path makes the trip from one end to the other
end in the shortest time? From this proposition, he is regatrded as one of the founders of
the calculus of van'ation. The solution of the problem was provided by his brother Jakob

Bernoullii in 1697. Sge Section 1 in Kamien and Schwartz (1991) and Chapter 4.7 in Yong
and Zhou (1999).
In dynamic programming, the initial values of state variables are fixed and the maximum/minimum value of the performance criterion is considered as a function of this
initial value of the state variables. This function is called the value function. Whenever
the value function is sufficiently differentiable, it is a solution of a nonlinear first order
partial differential equation in the deterministic case, or a second order partial differential
equation in the stochastic case. The partial differential equation is called the Hamilton-

Jacobi-Bellman (HJB? equation. If a smooth solution of the HJB equation is given, then
we provide suMcient conditions that allow us to conclude that the solution coincides with
the value function. This is called verification technique.

The discrete-time stochastic version of dynamic programming was already discussed in
Bellman (1957). According to Chapter 4.7 of Yong and Zhou (1999), the continuous-time
stochastic version of dynamic programming was first studied by Kushner (1962). See also,
for example, Fleming and Rishel (1975), Krylov (1980), and Fleming and Soner (1993) for
further discussion.

In this part, we first describe Bellman's principle of optimality, the HJB equation.
Next, we derive the HJB equation. Finally, we present the verification technique.
Let (S), .T, P, (ft)t2o) denote a filtered probability space satisfying the usual conditions,

i.e., (st,-,P) is complete, -o contains all P-null sets in F. Here Et is generated by an
m-dimensional standard Brownian motion, VVt, i.e., jEt = a(VVs,s S t). Let u = (ut)t2o be
the control processes that takes values in a control space U. The processes of the system
state XXO = (Xt)t>-o are given by the fo!lowing controlled stochastic differential equation:

d.Xt = b(t, Xt,ut)dt +a(t, Xt,ut)dWt, Xo == xo E Rn, (1.o. 1)
where b: (O,T] Å~ R" Å~ IU . R" and a: [O,Tl Å~ R" Å~U. R"XM. Let U be the set of al!
progressively measurable U-valued processes u. If u e U, then u is called the admissible
controlprocesses. Suppose that the purpose ofan agent is to minimize the agent's expected
total cost, the sum of running cost and terminal cost. Let f : [O,T] Å~ R" Å~ U . R" be
a running cost function and g : Rn - R be a terminal cost function. Thus, the expected
total discounted cost function is given by

J(t,x; u) =E [ftTe'rsf(s, x,,u,)ds + e-'Tg(xT)] , (i.o.2)
where Xt = x and r (E R++) is a constant discount factor.
iHe is also known as JackqueIor James I.
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We assume that the following:

Assumption 1.0.1.

'

lb(t, x, u) - b(t', x', u)1 sll C(lx - x'1 + lt - t'l), t, t' E R+, x, x' E R", u E U; (1.0,3)

la(t, x, u) - a(t',x', u)I f{ C(lx - x'1 + lt - t' l), t, t' E R+, x, x' E R", u E U; (1.0.4)

lb(t, x, u)1 + la(t,x, u)1 S C(1 + lxlM + lulM), tE R+, x,E R", uE U; . (1.0.5)

'

lf(t,x,u)lSC(1+lxlM+lulM), tER+, x,ER",uEU; (1.0.6)

lg(x)lsC(1+lxlM), x,ERn, (1.o.7)
for suitable constants C and m.
Ineqs. (1.0.6) and (1.0.7) ensure that J(t,x;u) is well defined. Xt is called a unique
solution, if ineqs. (1.0,3) - (1.0.5) and the following conditions are satisfied:

Xo=xe, a.s.; ' (1.0.8)
Xt -- xo + fot b(s, Xs,us)ds + fot a(s, X,,u, )dW,, t) O, a.s.; (1 .0.9)

Xt=Yt, Oslt<oo, a.s., (1.0.10)
where Xt and Yt are two solutions to eq. (1.0.1). Thus the agent's problem is to choose

uEL( in order to minimize J(t,x; u): •
V(t, x) = a2Åí J(t, x; u) = J(t, x; u'), (1.o. n)
where V is the value function of the agent's problem eq. (1.0.11) and u' is the optimal
control for the agent's problem eq. (1.0.11). Assumption 1.0.1 leads to the following result,

which is usefu1 in the proof of Theorem 1.0.1.

Proposition 1.0.1. Suppose that Assumption 1.0.1 holds. Then the valuefunction V(t,x)
satisfies the following:

IV(t,x)lsC(1+lxl), V<t,x)E[O,T]xR", (1.o.12)
IV(t,x) -- V(t',x')l f{{ C[lx- x'1 + (1 + lxl v lx'l)lt - t'Ii12], V(t,x), (t',x') E [o,T] Å~ R",

(1.0.13)
for suitable constants C.

Proof See Yong and Zhou (1999) Proposition 4.3.1. 0
4

We are now in a position to present Bellman's principle of optimality in the stochastic
environment. Bellman's principle of optimality is also called the dynamic programming
principle. We refer to Theorem 4.3.3. in Yong and Zhou (1999).

Theorem 1.0.1 (Bellman's principle of optimality). Suppose that Assumption 1.0.1
holds. Then for any initial condition (t,x) E [O,T) Å~ R" we have

V(t,x) = aeÅíE [f,`' e"Sf(s,Xg,X,",u.)ds +e-'t'V(t',X,t;Åë,")] , vo st s t' sT

(1.0.14)
Proof. Let 1[7(t,x) be the right-hand side of eq. (1.0.14). We first show V(t,x) ;) V(t,x).

For any e > O, there exists an u E U such that

V(t, x) + e > J(t, x, u).

(1.0.15)

Rewriting J(t,x,u), we obtain that
J(t,x, u) == E [ft t' e-rsf(s, xg,x,u, u,)ds

+e-rt'E [Ji(t,T e-rsf(s, xg,x,u,u.)ds + e-rTg(xbs,u) Ft,]]

= E [ftt' e-rsf(s, xg,x,u,u.)ds

+e-r`'E [Jl(,,T e-rgf(s, xg',Xt',U, u.)ds + e-rTg(xe' ,xtt,u)

]]
Ft•

= E [ft t' e-rsf(s, xg,x,u, u,)ds + e-rt'J(tt, xt;X,U)]

.. E [ft t' e-rSf(s, xkX,U, u.)ds + e-rt'v(t',x ;X,U)]

) V(t, x).

(1.0.16)
Since E is arbitrary, it follows from ineqs. (1.0.15) and (1.0.16) that V(t,x) 2 iV(t,x).

Next, we show V(t,x) s{ V(t,x). For any e > O, by Proposition 1.0.1 there is a6 = 6(E)
such that whenever ly - y'1 < 6,

IJ(t',x; u) - J(t',x'; u)1 + IV(t', x) - V(t', x')l f{l 6, Vu E U. (1.0.17)
Let (Dj)J•->i be a Borel partition2 with diameter diam(D2•) < 6. Choose xi' E Dj•. For each

i there is uj EU such that

J(t',xi;uj)SV(t',xJ)+e. (1•O•18)
2A Borel partition means that Dj E B(R"), Uj>-i Dj = R", and Di n Dj = e if i li
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Hence for any xj E DJ•, combing ineqs. (1.0.17) and (1.0.18), we obtain

J(t',x; u2) f{ J(t',`vJ;ui)+e sl V(t', c')+2E s{ iV(t',x) +36. (1.0.19)
IFIrom uJ E U, there is a function zbi E .4M(U) such that

uJ,(cJ) = cb1,(VV?A,(cv)), a.s. cv E SIJ, sE [t',T], (1.0.20)
where AM(U) is the set of all (Bt+(WM[O, T]))t)o-progressively measurable processes n :

[O,T] Å~ WM[O,T] - U. Here we put VVM[O,T] := C([O,T];RM) and Bt+(WM[O,T]) =
n,>t Bt(WM[O,T]), for al1 t E [O,T). Define a new control a,(w) EU such that

as(`v)= (Uth'g,((`i'2rl2.,(,.)), g[ [ttj,ti/4i ,,.d x,(,,)E D, (i02i)

Thus, we obtain

v(t, x) sJ(t, x; a) a.o.22)
Rewriting J(t,x;a) yields
J(t, x; a) = E [ft t' e-rsf(s, x,t,x,u, u,)ds

+e'rt'E [ft,T e-rsf(s, xg,x,u, a,)ds.7+ ;t•]
e-rTg(xe',xtt,a)
]

=E [ft t' e-rsf(s, xg,x,u,u,)ds + e-rt' J(tt, x:,,x,u, ti)] (1 O 23)

s E [ft t' e-rsf(s, xg,x,u, u,)ds + e-rt'v(t', xg;x,u)] + 36,

where the last inequality is due to ineq. (1.0.19). Since e is arbitrary, it follows from ineqs.

(1.0.22) and (1.0.23) that V(t,x) S V(t,x). Therefore, the proof is completed. 0
Eq. (1.0.14) is also called the dynamic programming equation.

Next we derive the Hamilton-Jaoobi-Bellman (HJB? equation of the agent's problem
eq. (1.0.11) via the Bellman's optimality principle under smoothness assumptions on the
value function. Let G: [O,T] Å~ R" Å~UÅ~ R++ Å~ Rn Å~ S" -R be defined by
G(t,x, u, q,p, P) := i tr[Pa(t, x, u)a(t, x, u)T] +p • b(t, x, u) - rq + f(t,x, u),

v(t,x,u,p, p) E [o,T] Å~ Rn Å~uÅ~ R++ Å~ Rn Å~ sn,

(1.0.24)
where T denotes transposition and S" represents the set of all (n Å~ n) symmetric matrices.
The function G is called the generalized Hamiltonian.

6

Theorem 1.0.2 (HJB equation). Suppose that Assumption 1.0.1 holds and that the
value function V E Ci,2([O,T] Å~ R"). Then V is a solution of the following second-order
partial differential equation:

-Vt + sup G(t, x, u, -V, -Vx,-Vxx) = O, (t, x) E [O, T) x R" (1 .0. 25)

uEU
with the terminal condition

'

Vlt.,,T=g(x), xERn. (1.0.26)
Proof. We refer to Proposition 4.3.5 of Yong and Zhou (1999). Let V(t, x) be the left-hand
side of eq. (1.0.25).

i) We first show that V(t,x) s{ O. Let us fix initial condition (t,x) E [O,T) Å~ R" and
take constant control ti E U. It follows from eq. (1.0.14) that

v(t,x) s E [f," e-rsf(s, xkx,a, a)ds + e-rt'v(t', x,t,,X,a)] (l.o.27)

'

Subtract V(t,s) from both sides, divide by (t' - t) and let t' l t and use Ito formula:
O s 1,i;mt, t, ! tE [ft `' e-rsf(s, xg,x,a,u,)ds + [e-rt'v(tt, xtt,,x,ti)
- v(t,x)]]
'

= f(t, x, a)' + lla(t,x, ti)a(t, x, ti)Tvxx(t, x) + b(t,x, ti) • v. (t, x) - rv(t,x) + vt(t, x).

(1.0.28)
Since ineq. (1.0.28) holds for all a E I[J, we have

-Vt (t, x) + sup G(t, x, u, -V(t, x), -V. (t, x),-Vxx (t, x)) S O. (1.0.29)

uEU
Thus we show i7(t,x) S O.
ii) Next we show that V(t, x) 2 O. For any 6 > O, O S t < t' S T with t' > t small
enough, there exists a a E U such that
v(t, x) + e(V - t) 2 E [f, t' e-rsf(s, xg,x,a,a.)ds + e-rt'v(tt, x,t,,X,ti)] . (1.o.3o)

Applying the same argument as i), we obtain

' [f, `' e-rSf(s, xg,x,a,a,)ds + [e-rt'v(tt, x,t,,x,a) - v(t,.}]]
e 2 1,ilmi, t, ! tE
= f(t,x, a) + ll cr(t, x, iz)a(t,x, a)Tv..(t, x) + b(t,x, a) • v. (t,x) - rv(t,x) + vt (t, x).

(1.0.31)
The limit above is derived from the fact that is implied by the uniform continuity of b, a, f.

from Assumption 1.0.1:

lim sup lg(t',x,u)-g(t,x,u)l==O, (1.0.32)

t'lt xERn,uEU

7

where q = b,a, f. Since E is arbitrary, we obtain

'

-Vt (t, x) + sup G(t, x, u, -V(t, x),-V. (t, x),-V.. (t, x)) 2 0. (1.e.33)

uEU
Thus we show V(t,x) S O. Combining ineqs. (1.0.29) and (1.0.33), the proof is completed.

m
Eq. (1.0.25) is called ,the HJB equation of the agent problem eq. (1.0.11).

Next, we show that if a smooth solution ip of the HJB equation with terminal condition
is given, then ip coincides with the value function and it also gives us the form ofthe optimal

control. This is well known as the verification theorem. To show the verification theorem,

we introduce the partial differential operator L associated with the controlled process
(e-rtXt)t)o:
,cip(t,x) := -5 tr[a(t,x,u)a(t,x,u)TÅë..(t,x)] +b(t,x,u) •Åë.(t,x) -rip(t,x). (1.o.34)
The following formula is derived from the Ito formula and is called the Dynkin formula:
E[e-rt'ip(tt, x;,,x,")l - ip(t, x) = E [f, `' e'rs[ipt(s, x,t,x,u) + Lip(s, xg,x,u)]ds] (1.o,3s)

Note that the relationship between the operator L and the generalized Hamiltonian C is
as follows.

Åíip(t,x) == G(t,'x,u, ip, ip.,ip..)-f(t,x,u). (1.0.36)
We refer to Theorem III.8.1 in Fleming and Soner (1993) and Theorem 5.5.1. in Yong

and Zhou (1999), •
Theorem 1.0.3 (Verification theorem). Suppose that Assumption 1.0.1 holds. Let
ip E Ci,2([O,T] Å~R") be a solution of the LIJB equation eq. (1.0.25) with terminal condition
eq. (1.0.26?.

av Then
ip(t, x) s J(t, x; u), vu E u, (t, x) E [o, T) x Rn. (1.o.37)
(ll? If there enists an admissible control u* E U such that

u" == atrgmax{-ipt(t,x) +G(t,x,u,-di(t,x),-ip.(t,x),toxx(t,x))}, (1.0.38)
then ip = V, and u' is an optimal control for the agent's problem eq. (1.0.11?.

Proof. (I) For anyuEU, we have

ipt(t,x)+Åíip(t,x)+f(t,x,u) >- O. (1.0.39)
From the terminal condition (1.0.26) and the Dynkin formula we obtain
ip(t, x) = E [f, T -e-rs [ipt(s, xg•x,u) + ,cip(s, x,t,x•u)]ds + e-"g(xT)] (i.o.4o)
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Combining (1.0.39) and (1.0.40) yields
ip(t, x) f{ E [ft T e-rsf(s, xg,x,u)ds + e'rTg(xT)]
(1.0.41)

This completes the proof of (I).

(II) To prove the second assertion of the theorem, repeating the argument of (I) and
observing that the control u' achieves equality in eq. (1.0.39). Therefore, from eq.
(1.0.36), we obtain ip = V and u" is an optimal control. The proof is completed.

m
The verification theorem plays an important role in the following chapters. See Theorem
2.3.1, Theorem 3.3,1, Theorem 4.3.1, and Theorem 5.3.1.

Optimal Stopping Problems
Suppose that an agent faces an optimization problem: minimize the agent's expected
total costs, the sum of running cost and terminal cost. Furthermore, the agent decides
the timing of control in order to minimize expected total costs. Stopping time is apart of
the control. This is called an optimal stopping problem.
The mathematical origin of the optimal stopping problem is sequential analysis in Wald

(1947). See also Chow, Robbins, and Siegrnund (1971) for more details. The first study
of the optimal.stopping pro.blem was Chernoff (1968). The optimal stopping problem is
related to 'the bee boundary problein. See, for ekainPle, im Moer'beke (1974). Bensoussan
and Lions (1973a) applied the variational inegualities (VI? approach to the optimal stopping problem. See also Bensoussan and Lions (1982) and Chapter 10 of Oksendal (1998).
Brekke and Oksenda1 (1991) and Chapter 10 of eSksendal (1998) present the connection
between VI and the smooth pasting condition. The smooth pasting condition is also called
the high contact principle or the the smooth fit principle and was first introduced by
Samuelson (1965). The smooth pasting condition is essentially a first order condition for
optimal stopping problems. See, for example, Merton (1973). See also the excellent text of
smooth pasting Dixit (1993). Many of the studies of the optimal stopping problem use the
variational inequalities approach to solve these problems. We will discuss VI in Lemma

3.3,2 and the smooth pasting condition in Chapters 3-5. 0ptimal stopping problems are
applied to the valuation of American-type options in finance. See, for example, Jaillet,
Lamberton, and Lapeyre (1990) and Mordecki (1999, 2002), In environrhental economics,
optimal harvesting time problems are solved using the optimal stopping approach. See,
for example, Clarke and Reed (1989) and Reed and Clarke (1990). As other example,
Tsujimura (2000) investigates the value of tradable emission permits by using an optimal
stopping approach. We will discuss this issue in Chapter 3. In this part, we formulate the

agent's problem as an optimal stopping problem.
We assume that the drift parameter b(t, x, u) = b(x), the diffusion parameter a(t, x, u) =
a(x), and the initial value xo = x in eq. (1.0,1), Thus, the state of the system is governed

by
dX,X = b(Xg)dt + a(X,X)dWt, X,X = x E Rn,
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(1.0.42)

where b : R" -. R" and a : R" - R"XM satisfy Assumption 1.0,1:
lb(x) - b(x')l <- Clx - x'1, x, x' E Rn;

(1.0.43)

la(x) - a(x')1 sll Clx - x'l, x, x' E R";

(1.0,44)

lb(x)l + la(x)1 S C(1 + lxlM), x, E R"

(1.0.45)

for suitable constants C and m.
In the agent's problem given by eq. (1.0.11), we assumed that the control horizon was
fixed, [O, T]. In this part, we consider the control horizon is a random case, In this context,

the terminal time is a control variable and is called stopping time. Thus, the agent's cost
function is given by

J(x; T) = E [f,' e-rtf(X,X)dt + e-rTg(X.)], (1.0.46)
where T is an (JEt)t)o-stopping time defined by

T := inf{t ;il o : x,x Åë o}.

(1.0,47)

Here O g R" is a given open set. Note that
(1.0,48)

U= T.
We also assume that f, g satisfy Assumption 1.0.1. Therefore the agent's problem is to
choose stopping time to minimize J(x; T):

V(x) = inf J(x;7) == J(x;r"),

(1,O.49)

rEU

where V is the value function of the agent's problem eq. (1.0.49) and u'

is the optimal

control for the agent's problem eq. (1.0.49),

Impulse Control Problems
Suppose that an agent incurs implementation costs in order to implement a control. There
are two types of implementation costs. One is independent of the magnitude of the con-

trol. We will call this the fixed cost in Chapters 4 and 5. The other cost depends on
the magnitude of the control. We will call this the proportional cost in Chapters 4 and
5. From these costs, the control induces discontinuous change of state at time t. This
is reasonable in the context of finance and environmental economics. For the finance example, when companies pay dividends, it incurs both types of transaction costs. Thus,
companies do not continuously pay dividends, but pay them out at particular time intervals. We will investigate this issue in Chapter 5, which is based on Ohnishi and Tsujimura
(2002a). Another financial example, in the context of consumption/investrnent problems,
is that investors trade securities at discretetime intervals due to transaction costs. See,

for example, Korn (1997), Cadenillas (2000), and Tsujimura (2003b). For environmental
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economics, if an agent implements the policy in order to reduce a pollutant, the policy
incurs both types of implementation costs. Thus, when the policy is implemented, the
state of the pollutant jumps the other level. We will investigate this issue in Chapter 4,
which is based on Tsujimura (2001). See also Willassen (1998) for the other applications
to environmental economics. To represent discontinuous change of state, singular control
and impulse control are usefu1.
Following Chapter 2.7.3 of Yong and Zhou (1999), we formulate the general singular
stochastic control and impulse control problems. First, we define the function space: 1> is
the space of al1 functions g : [O, oo) - R that are right--continuous with left limits (RCLL

or c5dlig). Define the total variation ofg on [O,oo) as

f,OO Idgtl := lgllo,..), gE tD, (1.0,50)
where lgtl[o,.) is the total variation of the ith component of g on [O, oo). Let Agt :== gt -gt-

and let T, := {t E [O,oo);Agt # O}. Furthermore, we define

ti)={gEtD; Igl [o,.) < oo}. (1.0,51)
Let ggtP be the pure jump part of g E T) and let it be defined by g9tP := Åío<,<t Ags• Let
gtC be the continuous part ofgE D and let this be defined by gtC := gt - g9tP. Since gC is
bounded variation, it is differentiable almost everywhere. Thus, it follows that gtC = gtaC+giC

fortE [O,oo), where gtaC := fot g',Cds is the absolutely continuous part ofgand gtSC is the
singularly continuous part of gi Thus it follows that the Lebesgue decomposition for g E D
is

gt=g,aC+g,SC+g9,P, tE[O,oo). (1.0.52)
See also Billingsley (1995) p. 414.

In this part, we also assume that the drift parameter b(t,x,u) == b(x), the diffusion

parameter a(t,x,u) = a(x), and the initial value xo = x in eq. (1.0.1). Consider the
following stoch,astic differential equation:

dX,X=b(X,X)dt+a(X,X)dWt+dgt, XoX=xER, gEIP, (1.0.53)
where b : R" -- R" and a : R" . R"XM satisfy ineqs. (1.0.43) - (1.0,45). Suppose that
the agent's objective is to minimize the expected total cost:

J(x; g) = E [f,' e-'tf(x,x)dt + f,' e'rtfa(t)"<,ackdt

-T i (1 .0.54)

'loe'rtfS(t)ldgtSCi + t2ET, e-rtK(Act)IT,)t<T + e"Tg(Xf)IT<..i ,
where f, fa, fS, and g satisfy ineqs. (1.0.6) and (1.0.7). K is a given function. In this
context, ll<taCllidt and idgiCl are the measures generated by the total variations of gaC and
gSC, respectively, with li • IIi denoting the Li-norm in R. Thus the agent's problem is to

minimize (1.0.54) over D. This problem is known as a singular stochastic control problem.
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A singular stochastic control was initially studied by Bather and Chernoff (1967). See
Fleming and Soner (1993) for more details of singular stochastic control. An impulse
control problem is a special case of the singular stochastic control problem. If g takes the

fdrm of a pure jump process, i,e., if gaC E gSC E O, then the agent's problem reduces to
an impulse control problem. Furthermore, if gSC i gj'P i O, then gtaC ! Jot g'.aCds and the
agent's problem reduces to a standard stochastic control problem.
In this section, we concentrate on impulse control problems. An impulse control prob-

lem was initially studied by Bensoussan and Lions (1973b,c) and Bensoussan, Goursat,
and Lions (1973), and is solved by using the quasi-variational inequalities ((?VI) introduced by the work of Bensoussan and Lions in 1973. See also Harrison et al (1983) and
Bensoussan and Lions (1984). As for the QVI, we will define it in Definitions 4.3.1 and
5.3.1. Let Ci be the ith impulse in R+, where n(x,<) is the new state value following
control of the system. Note that < == gaP. Let Ti be the ith control time such that Ti - oo
asi-ÅÄ oo. Henceforth, v iS an impulse control defined by the following double sequence:

v:= {(Ti, <i)}?o. (1.0.55)
Note that u = v. The stochastic differential equation (1.0.53) becomes
(Ikllllli.f.'".,=,:b((iL,,9,)g,3+=al]eli,,g.'".,d,V,[4.t•TiSt<Ti+i<T•i;iio; ,,.,.,,,

We define the set of admissible impulse controls as follows:

Definition 1.0.1 (Admissible Impulse Control). 'An impulse control v is admissible,
of the following conditions are satisfied:

Os{ 7TisTi+1, a.s. i}) o; (1.o.s7)
Ti is an (.T7t)t2o-stopping time, i ) O;

<i is .1 Tr, -measurable, i ) O;

(1.0.58)

(1.0.59)

P [,ttm. Ti S{ TA T] =O, VTE [O, oo). (1.0.60)
The condition given by (1.0.60) means that impulse controls will only occur finitely
before a terminal time, T. Let U denote the set of admissible impulse controls.
Let K : R+ . R+ represent the cost of control. We assume that, for <, C' E R+, K
satisfies the following:

K(<) >- k, le>O; (1.0.61)
K(C+<')SK(<)+K(<');
K(<) S K(4), if <S <'.
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(1.0,62)

(1.0.63)

rneq. (1.0.62) represents subadditivity with respect to < and implies that reasonable
(.Zt)t)o-stopping times become strictly increasing sequences; i.e., O = To < Ti < T2 < • • • <

Ti < ••• < T(S oo). Furthermore, we assume that

E l2e-"`K(ci)ir,<Tl < oo•

Note that (1.0.64) implies

(1,O,64)

Li)1 J
E [liitlli e-"iir,<T] < oo
(1.0.65)

It follows that eq. (1.0.60) holds. See Cadenillas (2000). Now, we define the expected
total cost in the context of eq. (1.0.54):

J(.,.) .. E [foTe'rtf(xtX,")dt + ll.iil, e-"tK(<z)iT,<T]
(1.0.66)

In this context, we assume that

J(xf•V;v) == E[e-rTg(Xf•")IT<..] =O. (1.0.67)
Therefore, the agent's problem is to minimize eq. (1,O.66) over v E U:

V(x) = 3gsi J(x; v) =J(x; v"), (1.0,68)
where V(x) is the value function of the problem, and v' is an optimal impulse control.

An outline of this thesis is as follows. In Chapter 2, we examine an optimal natural
resources management problem under uncertainty with catastrophic risk and investigate
the optimal rate of use of a natural resource. For this purpose, we use classical stochastic
control theory. We assume that, until a catastrophic event occurs, the stock of the natural

resource is governed by a stochastic differential equation. We describe the catastrophic
phenomenon as a Poisson process. From this analysis, we show the optimal rate of use of
the natural resource in explicit form. Furthermore, we present comparative static results
for the optimal rate of use of the natural resource.

In Chapter 3, we investigate the value of tradable emission permits (TEPs) under
uncertainty, caused by the effects of an increase in the global mean surface temperature,

and expressed as a geometric Brownian motion with a Poisson jump process. The Poisson
jump process reflects the development of new technology to reduce C02 emissions. To
this end, we formulate a policy decision-maker's problem using a real options model. The
problem is formulated as a search for the optimal timing of an irreversible investment under

uncertainty, i.e. as an optimal stopping problem. Frrom this analysis, under a suitable
set of suMcient conditions, we show the value of the TEPs and present some numerical
examples and comparative static results for their value. The value of the TEPs increases
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with uncertainty about damage from atmospheric C02 concentrations, but decreases with
the degree of development of new technology.
In Chapter 4, we investigate a problem in which an agent implements an environmental
improvement policy under uncertainty. If an emission level of a pollutant reaches a critical

level, the agent has to decrease the emission to a certain level in order to improve the

environment. The agent's problem is to minimize the expected total discounted cost,
which includes a cost to implement the EIP and an associated damage from the pollutant
under the assumption that a state process of the pollutant follows a geometric Brownian
motion. Then we find critical emission levels of the pollutant, optimal implementation
times, optimal intensity of implementation, and the value of the optimal EIP (OEIP) by
using an impulse control approach. Furthermore, we show some numerical examples and
comparative static results for the OEIP, The main results are as follows. An increase in
the growth rate of the pollutant, uncertainty, the proportional cost and the constant cost
raises the value of the OEIP.

In Chapter 5, we investigate an optimal dividend policy with fixed and proportional
transaction costs under a Brownian cash reserve process. The firm's problem is to maximize expected total discounted dividends. To this end, we formulate it as a stochastic
impulse control problem, which is approached via quasi-variational inequalities (QVI).
Under a suitable set of suMcient conditions, we show the existence of an optimal dividend
policy such that whenever the cash reserve reaches a certain level, the firm pays out a div-

idend. Consequently, it instantaneously falls to another level. We present some numerical
examples and comparative static results for the optimal dividend policy,
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Chapter 2

Optimal Natural Resources

Management under Uncertainty
with Catastrophic Risk
2.1

Introduction

It is important to consider uncertainty in natural resource and environmental economics.
This is because the dynamics of the value of the stock of natural resources and pollu-

tants are not deterministic in general. A number of papers have studied the effect of
uncertainty in natural resource and environmental economics. See, for example,--Johans-son (1987), Ueta et al. (1991), and Kolstad (1999). In the real world, we consider not
only uncertainty, but also catastrophic risk. This is because natural resources such as
forests, fisheries, and groundwater are facing catastrophic risk, For example, forest fires
dramatically reduce the stock of trees, Without loss of generality, we study the case of one
natural resource. A manager receives benefit flows from using the natural resource. If the
manager uses quantities of the natural resource that are excessive given its natural growth
rate, the natural resource will become exhausted. 1furthermore, the natural resource faces
a situation of uncertainty and catastrophic risk from change in the natural environment.

Hence, the purpose of this chapter is to examine an optimal natural resource management
problem under uncertainty with catastrophic risk and to investigate the optimal rate of
use of a natural resource. For this purpose, we use stochastic control theory. To be specific, we use stochastic dynamic programming for an expected discounted problem over an
infinite horizon. For an explanation of stochastic control theory, see Fleming and Rishel
(1975) and Fleming and Soner (1993).
We assume that, until a catastrophic event occurs, the value of the stock of the natural
resource is governed by geometric Brownian motion as in Olsen and Shortle (1996) and
Section 6 of Willassen (1998) among other types of dynamics. Clarke and Reed (1989)
and Reed and Clarke (1990) discuss other dynamics of natural resource in detail. See also
Section 1.3 in Clark (1990). If the finiteness of real carrying capacities is considered, the
dynarnics of natural resource is assumed to be governed by a stochastic logistic differential

equation, In this.chapter we assume the dynamics of natural resource is governed by geometric Brownian motion for simplicity. When a catastrophic event occurs, the stock of the
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natural resource decreases drastically, We describe this phenomenon as a Poisson process
as in Reed (1984,'1986)i. We also assume that if the value of the stock of the natural

resource reaches O, it is exhausted. Under these assumptions, the manager maJcimizes
expected discounted utility by controlling the rate at which the natural resource is used
over an infinite horizon. Then, the manager's problem is to find the optimal value function

and the optimal rate of use of the natural resource. We solve the manager's problem by
adopting stochastic dynamic prograrnming for the expected discounted problem over the
infinite horizon. We then conjecture that the candidate of the value function solves the
Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman (HJB) equation of the problem. This yields the optimal rate of
use of the natural resource in explicit form.

To verify that the solution of the HJB equation is the value function, we use a property
of the discounted process of the natural resource stock ahd the Dynkin formula, which, for

example, is explained in Fleming and Soner (1993). The property is a supermartingale.
We present comparative static results for the optimal rate of use of the natural resource,
which can be summatrized as follows. An increase in uncertainty or a higher catastrophic
risk raises the optimal rate of use of the natural resource. These results imply that the

risk-averse manager minimizes future uncertainty and catastrophic risk. An increase in
transaction costs reduces the optimal rate of use of the natural resource. If use of the
natural resource causes pollution, an externality is generated. A tax on using the natural
resource, such as an environmental tax, internalizes the externality. An increase in the
rate of this tax reduces use of the natural resource.

Related works are Chapter 12 of Ueta et al. (1991), Lungu and <Z)ksendal (1997), and
Yin. and Newman (1996) among others. Chapter 12 pf Ueta et al. (1991) is similar to
this chapter. It investigates the optimal sustainable rate of economic development under

uncertainty by using stochastic dynamic programming. As we do, Ueta et al. (1991)
present comparative static results for several parameters, and find an uncertainty effect
that corresponds to the one obtained in this chapter, but do not consider catastrophic risk.
Yin and Newman (1996) study the effect of catastrophic risk on forest investment decisions

by using an optimal stopping approach. As in Reed (1984) and this chapter, these authors
incorporate a Poisson process to reflect the occurrence of catastrophic events. They show
that an optimal threshold governs the implementation of managerial strategies. Similarly,
this chapter shows the optimal rate at which the manager uses the natural resource. Lungu

and Oksendal (1997) adopt a singular stochastic control approach to study an optimal
harvesting strategy, which maximizes the expected total discounted harvested volume.
They show that an optimal harvesting strategy exists. They assume that population
growth follows a stochastic logistic differential equation. By contrast, in this chapter, the

value of the stock value of the natural resource follows geometric Brownian motion with
the Poisson process. Given these differences, this chapter contributes to the analysis of
natural resource management problems under uncertainty with catastrophic risk.
The contents of this chapter are as follows. Section 2 describes the model. Section 3
studies optimal natural resource management by using the stochastic control approach, In
Section 4, we undertake comparative static analysis. Section 5 concludes our study. The
derivation of an equation is presented in the Appendix.
iReed (1984) studies the impact of catastrophic events on the rotation problem.
forest managernent problems.
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Reed (1986) surveys

2.2

The Model

Consider an optimal natural resource management problem under uncertainty with catastrophic risk. As noted in Section 1, natural resources include, for example, fish stocks and

forests. These natural resources are facing catastrophic risk, including the extinction of
some species. This is why we consider catastrophic risk in our model.

Without loss of generality, we study the case of one natural resource. A manager
receives benefit flows from using the natural resource. If the manager uses quantities of
the natural resource that are excessive given its natural growth rate, the natural resource
will become exhausted. IJNirthermore, the natural resource faces a situation of uncertainty

and catastrophic risk from change in the natural environment. Thus, the manager must
control the rate of use of the natural resource under uncertainty with catastrophic risk.

We suppose that the value of the stock of the natural resource, X = (Xt)tER+, is
governed by the following stochastic differential equation for t E [T,, Tt+i) (i E Z+):

dXt=(paXt-Ct)dt+a.XtdVVt, Xo=x(ER++), (2.2.1)
where pa(E R) and a(E R) are constants that are the drift coeMcient and the diffusion
coeMcient, respectively. pa represents the expected growth rate of the stock of the natural

resource. a represents the magnitude ef uncertainty with respect to the growth rate of
the stock of the natural resource. Wt is a Brownian motion defined on a probability space
(st,.1,P). <t(E U) is the rate of use of the natural resource at time t. U denotes the set
of admissible controls and is assumed to be defined on [O, Xt]. Then the control process is
given by

u=<= (<t)t2o- (2.2.2)
(Ti)iEz+ is the sequence of times for the arrival of the catastrophic event. We represent the

event as a Poisson process, N = (Nt)tER+, with intensity A(E R+). Let v := (vi)iez++ be
the sequence of independent and identically distributed (-1,O)-valued random variables
with distribution F. Note that this has a finite mean:

E[v]=f-O, ydF(y)<oo. (2.2.3)
FLirthermore, we assume that these three processes are mutually independent. At t =
r,(i E Z++), X takes a random-sized jump, the proportion of which, i.e., the relative
amplitude of the state just before the jump, is given by ui:

XT,=X'T,-(1+vi). (2.2.4)
Therefore, for any t E R+, X is described by

Xt =xexp{(pa - Sa2)t+ aVVt} [fi.i(1 + v,)] - fot <sds (2.2 5)

If the stock of the natural resource reaches O, it is exhausted. The time at which exhaustion

occurs is represented by T:

T:= inf{t>O; XtÅëO}, (2.2.6)
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where we assume that O == R++. We assume that the manager's utility function, U, is
strictly increasing, and strictly concave. It is defined by

u(,g,)= [(1'C) Ct]7, (2,2.7)
")'
where c E (O,1) is a transaction cost and (1 - 7) E (O,1) is the coeMcient of relative
risk aversion. In the context of (2.2.7), as lim-r-.o the above utility function becomes the

logarithmic utility function. Let us define the performance criterion function by

J(x; C) :=E [f,e e-rtU(Ct)dt], (2.2.8)
where r(E R++) is a discount factor and e is either +oo or T. Therefore, the manager's
problem is to find the optimal value function, V(x) and the optimal rate of use of the
natural resource, = <' E U

V(x)=sup J(x; C) =J(x; C"). (2.2.9)
Ceu

2.3 Analysis
In this section, we analyze the model that was introduced in Section 2.2. In addition, we
describe the optimal rate of use of the natural resource Emd the optimal value function.
To this end, we introd.uce the integrodifferential operaPor, 4, given by

ÅíLip(x) :=ia2x2iptt(x) + (pax - <t)dit(x) - rto(x)

+A [f-O, ip((1+y)x)dF(y)-Åë(.)] , (231)
where di is a continuous function and a candidate of the value function. This operator is
provided that

f-O, ip((1+y)x)d17(y) (= E[ip((1+v)x)]) (2.3.2)
is well defined.

We conjecture that the candidate of the value function, ip, solves the following HJB
equation:

sup [L ip(x) +U(<)] =O, (2.3.3)

CEU

with ip(O) == O. The first-order condition for the HJB equation is

-ip'(x)+U'(<') == O. (2.3.4)
This yields

<'-(U')-iq5(x). (2.3.5)
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We suppose that acandidate for ip is the form given by

ip(x) == Ax", (2.3.6)
where the parameter A is to be determined subsequently. Erom (2.2.7), (2.3.5) and (2.3.6),
the optimal rate of use of the natural resource can be written in explicit form as

<" == (1 - c)'fi'i(7A) V'!'Ti x. (2.3.7)
Substituting (2.3.7) into (2.3.3) gives
,tl il-'ri = [7 i+-ii c- Tl-'ri (1 - c)-'[7 - (1 - c)-7]] -i f(7, a, pa,r, A, u),

(2.3.8)

where
r(7, a, p, r, A, u) :-- -5a272 + (pa - ia2) ty - r + A[E[(1 + v)7] - 1],

(2,3.9)

Note also that 7- (1 -c)-7 is negative given that c E (O,1) and 7 E (O,1).'

Since we must

have ip(x) >- O in our model, it ifollows that A F='ri 2 O. Hence,

r(7, a, IL, r, A, u) <- O.
Thus, from (2.3.7) and (2.3.8),
infinite horizon becomes

(2,3.10)

the optimal rate of use of the natural resource over the

x. a, tL, r, A, v).
<* = I7('y,
7 - (1 - c)-7

(2.3.11)

Some preliminaries are required to verify the optimal value function.

First, we obtain

the following.

E[(x,x)7] : x7E [exp { (pa - ia2) 7t + a7PVt}] E [i.li,.l,(i + vi)71

(2.3.12)

== x7 exp { [ia272 + (pa - Sa2) 7 + A[E[(1 + v)7] - 1]] t}
= x7 exp{[r('y,a, LL,r, A,u) + r]t}.
The derivation of eq. (2.3.12) is in the Appendix.

(2.3.12) yields the following lemmas.

Lemma 2.3.1. It follows from (2.2.7? and (2.3,12? that U an d Åë satisLrty the following.

E [foOO e-'`U(Ct)dt] < oo•

(2.3.13)

E [f,OO e-'tlÅíip(X,X)ldt] < oo.

(2.3.14)
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Since the sign of f is non-positive, (e-rtXtX)t2o becomes a supermartingale. This
property of (e-'tXtX)t)o is useful in Theorem 2.3.1, which follows subsequently.

Lemma 2.3.2. Suppose that the following assumption holds:
(A S. 2. 3. 1?

r - (LL - ia2 - AE[u]) > O.

Since (e-'tXtX)t)o is a supermartingale and the martingale converyence theorem (see, for
example, Theorem 1.10 in Protter (1990)), it follows that

,ttm.E[e-'tip(X,X)] == O. (2.3.15)
Proof. (AS.2.3.1) yields

E[f,OO e-rtx,Xdt] <oo (2 3.16)
Thus, since (e-rtXtX)t)o is a supermartingale and (2.3.16), by using martingale convergence

theorem, we obtain

,ttm..E[em'`xtx] = o. (2.3.17)
Therefore, it follows from (2.3.12) and (2.3.17) that we obtain (2.3.15). O
As a final preliminary step, by applying the Dynkin formula to e-rtdi(Xt), we have

e-'tE[ip(Xt)] - ip(x) =E [fot e'rSLip(X.)ds] . (2.3,18)
'

For an explanation of the Dynkin formula, see, for example, Section III.2 of Fleming and

Soner
(1993). .
We can now verify the optimal value function of the manager's problem (2.2.9).
Theorem 2.3.1. Suppose that (AS.2.3.1] holds. Let ip be a solution to (2.3.3?. foom
Lemma 2.3.2, we have the followings.
(i? For all Xt E R++

ip(x) >- J(x;C). (2.3.19)
(zi? lf the optimal natural resource use, <", is given by

<" = arg max[LÅë(x) + U(<)],

(2.3.20)

then we obtain:

ip(x) = V(x).

(2.3,21)

That is the solution for (2.3.3? is equivalent to the optimal value function.
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Proof (i) Ilrom the maximization problem, we have
Lip(x) + U(<) S{ O.

(2.3.22)

F}rom (2.3.18) and (2.3.22), we obtain

e-'tE[ip(Xt)] - ip(x) s -E [fote-'SU(C,)ds] .

(2.3.23)

Taking limt-.. in (2.3.23), from Lemma 2.3.2, the first term on the left-hand side
of (2.3.23) becomes zero. Thus, (2.3.22) becomes

-ip(x) s -E [f,CX' e-rSU(<,)ds] . (2.3.24)
The right-hand side of (2.3.24) is equals to -J(x;<) by (2,2.8). Thus,

ip(x) 2 J(x;C)•
(ii)

(2.3.25)

Substituting C into g' in the proof of (i), the inequality becomes an
(2.3.23). Then we have
e-rt E[ip(Xt)] Letting lim,.-,.. in (2.3.26),

equality in

ip(x) = -E [f,` e-'SU(C,')ds] .

(2,3,26)

we have
ip(x) =

J(x; C') - V(x; <).

(2.3.27)

m

This completes the proof.

2.4 Comparative Static Analysis
In this section, we study the effect of several parameters on the optimal rate of use of
the natural resource, <". IFUrthermore, we assume that the magnitude of the catastrophic
event, v E (-1,O), is constant, Let us redefine the optimal rate of use of the natural
resource, <", as:

C' = h(x,c, 'y,t('r,a, IL,r, A, v)) := ry - (IX- c)-7D('y,a, IL,r, A, u), (2.4.1)

where fi is defined by

r("r,a, iL,r, A, u) := lla2'y2+ (tL - id2) "r -r+A[(1 +v)7 - 1], . (2.4,2)

Proposition 2.4.1. Eor all x G R++ c G (O,1), ry E (O,1) andv E (-1,O), the optimal
rate of use of the natural resource, <" has the following properties: (i? a<'/Ox > O; (ii?
ac'/oc < o; (iii? oc*/oty > o,• (iv? a<*/oa > o; (v? o<*/opa < o; (vi? a<*/or > o; (vii?

o<*/oA > oi (viii) a<*/oy < o.
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Proof.

(i)

aoC." = []l/l =: .v-(i- .)-,i(•)t,a, IJe,r, A, v) (2.4.3)

>o. .
fitefies.the sign of 7 - (1 - c)-7 is negative and given (2,3.10), the inequality in (2.4.3)

'

(ii)

Oi,' -- g/ == [.")Y,(l fiCl-,7iiff,t(•'y,a, iL,r,A,y) (2.4.4)

<o.

'

It is obvious that the above inequality holds.

'

(iii) '

a<*={2Lt.Q-teit
07 a7OT Oty
.. -[i + (i[Ong, Sii (i 2) ),()i-,i ,C)-7]X t' (')t, a, Lt, r, A, v) (2.4.s)

+ .y - (IX. ,)., [a2'y + (Lt - lla2) + A(log(1 + u))(1 + u)7]

>o.
It is clear that the inequality in (2.4.5) holds.
(iv)

ag* oh ot x

'

oa = St7 bT. =7- (i-,)-77(7- i)a (2.4.6)
> o.
Satisfaction of the inequality in (2,4.6) is straightforward.
(v)

, a<*
Oh Oi x
opa == STtb7I=ty-(i-c)-cr7 (2.4.7)
< o.
This inequality holds given the conditions referred to in Proposition 2.4.1.
(vi)

a<* . aLt ait . - x

Or Ot ar 7-(1-c)-7 (2.4.8)
> o.
It is obvious that the above inequality holds.
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(vii)

Oh 6t

OC"

aA =at aA

x
7 - (1 - c)-7

((1 + u)7 - 1)

(2.4.9)

>o.
Since v E (-1,O), then (1 + v)7 E (O,1). It therefore follows that the inequality in
(2,4.9) holds.
(viii)

aC* OhOfi

au ot au

x

A')r(1 + v)7dl

7 - (1 - c) -7

(2.4.10)

< o.
It is easy to confirm (2.4.10).

o
Proposition 2.4.1 aMrms the comparative static properties of our model. According to
(i), the initial amount of the natural resource, x, increases the optimal rate of use of the

natural resource. Erom (ii), an increase in the transaction cost, c, reduces the optimal
rate of use of the natural resource. The transaction cost could be interpreted as a tax
rate associated with use bf the natural resource. If use of the natural resource causes
pollution, an externality is generated. A tax on using the natural resource, such as an
environmental tax, internalizes the externality, An increase in the rate of this tax reduces
use of the natural resource. If a policy maker raises the tax rate, use of the natural resource
is constrained. In the context of (iii), an increase in 7 reduces the coeMcient of relative

risk aversion, (1 - 7). Hence, (iii) implies that a decrease in the coeMcient of relative
risk aversion, raises the optimal rate of use of the natural resource. In (iv), an increase
in uncertainty, a, increases the optimal rate of use of the natural resource. This result

implies that the risk-averse manager minimizes future uncertainty. Thus, uncertainty
promotes use of the natural resource. From (v), an increase in the expected growth rate
of the stock of the natural resource lowers the optimal rate of use of the natural resource.

According to (vi), an increase in the discount factor raises the optimal rate of use of
the natural resource. In (vii), an increase in catastrophic risk raises the optimal rate of
use of the natural resource. This result implies that the risk-averse manager minimizes
future catastrophic risk as well as uncertainty. Thus, catastrophic risk promotes use of
the natural resource. The meaning of (viii) is that an increase in v reduces the optimal
rate of use of the natural resource.

2.5

Conclusion

In this chapter, we examined the optimal natural resource management problem under
uncertainty with catastrophic risk and investigated the optimal rate of use of a natural
resource. To do so, we used stochastic control theory. To be specific, we used stochastic
dynamic programming for an expected discounted problem over an infinite horizon. Having
verified that the solution of the HJB equation is the value function, the optimal rate of use
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of the natural resource was shown in explicit form. We derived comparative static effects
on the optimal rate of use of the natural resource, which can be summarized as follows.
An increase in uncertainty or a higher catastrophic risk raises the optimal rate of use of
the natural resource. These results imply that the risk-averse manager minimizes future
uncertainty and catastrophic risk. An increase in transaction costs reduces the optimal
rate of use of the natural resource. If use of the natural resource causes pollution, an
externality is generated. A tax on using the natural resource, such as an environmental
tax, internalizes the externality. An increase in the rate of this ta)c reduces use of the
natural resource.
In this chapter, we assumed that the stock of the natural resource follows geometric

Brownian motion with the Poisson process. Other formulations for the dynamics of the
natural resource could have been assumed. For example, the following stochastic logistic
differential equation (in, for example, Alvarz and Shepp (1998), Section 7 of Willassen
(1998), and Alvarz (2000, 2001)2) could have been used.

dXt=paXt(1-6Xt)dt+aXtdWt, Xo==x, (2.5.1)
where 6-i is the carrying capacity of the environment. Incorporation of these dynamics
is left to future research. Other interesting extensioms are possible. For example, one
could investigate the optimal natural resource management problem by using a continuous
control approach. (See, for example, Harrison (1985).) This approach yields upper and/or
lower thresholds for the use of a natural resource, In addition, the polluting effects of using

natural resources could be investigated. Olsen and Shortle (1996) study the renewable
resource ha;vesting case. They assume that the stock of a pollutant follows a stochastic
process and solve for the optimal control of pollutant emissions, thus finding a solution to

the harvesting problem. They identify the conditions for optimal management of pollutant
emissions and harvests,

2.6

Appendix

Recall that Wt is standard Brownian motion

. Thus, by the moment generating function

of Wt, we obtain:

E [exp { (pa - ia2) 7t + a7Wt}] == exp { (pa - ia2) 7t}E[exp{a7Wt}]

= exp { [5a272 + (pa - 5a2) 7] t} •

2Alvarz and Shepp (1998) is extended in Alvarz (2000, 2001) for a more general setting.
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(2.6,1)

Since N is the Poisson process, the remainder of the first equality
straightforwardly rewritten as:

in (2.3.12)

can be

E [)=i(i + Ui)or] " ]loollli=oE [tll.il!li(i + ui)7] p(Nt = n)

' = jili) E[(1 + y)7]n (At)" ex.p! {- At}

n=O

= exp{A[E[(1 + u)7] - 1]t}.
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(2.6.2)

Chapter 3

The Value of Tradable Emission
Permits of C02 Using a Real

Options' Model
3.1

Introduction

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) provides projections about future
climate change by using climate models and emission scenarios in IPCC (1996). Unfortunately, because the climate system is too complicated, it is impossible to make projections
about the effects of future climate change. Decision-makers who enforce policies to stabilize global warming must deal with uncertainty about these effects. This means policies
aimed at stabilizing global warming should include flexible mechanisms. IPCC (1996)
states that we have to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions to stabilize global warming. Since C02 is the main GHG emitted by human activities, we have to immediately
reduce C02 emissions by 5()-709o in order to prevent further increases in C02 concentrations. It is, however, almost impossible to achieve this goal. Therefore, we have to
discuss the available economic instruments. These instruments, which include subsidies,
taxes, and tradable emission permits for C02, are discussed by Bertram, Stephens, and

Wallace (1990) and Jenkins and Lamech (1992). Mullins and Baron Mullins and Baron
(1997) and the IEA Workshop Report IEA (1998) provide detailed discussions of gmission
trading systems. Emission permits trading systems are also the focus of this chapter.
The principle underlying an emission permits trading system is as follows. Agents
with high marginal costs of mitigating C02 emissions can acquire emission reductions from
other agents with lower marginal costs, This assists both agents, the buyers and the sellers,

to reduce their emissions at least cost. Then, the agents with the high marginal costs
promote the development of technology to reduce C02 emissions, and transfer technology
to the other agents with lower marginal costs.
In this chapter, we investigate the value of tradable emission permits (TEPs) under
uncertainty, which is cautsed by the effects of an increase in the global mean surface temperature and is expressed as a geometric Brownian motion with a Poisson jump process.
The Poisson jump process reflects the development of new technology to reduce C02 emissions. To this end, we formulate the policy decision-maker's problem using a real options
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modeli. To be specific, the problem is formulated as a search for the optimal timing of an

irreversible investment under uncertainty, that is, as an optimal stopping problem. FYom
this analysis, under a suitable set of suMcient conditions, we show the value of the TEPs.
Furthermore, we present some numerical examples and comparative static results for the
value of the TEPs, The main results are as follows: the valde of the TEPs increases with

uncertainty about damage from atmospheric C02 concentrations, whereas it decreases
with the degree of development of new technology.
Related studies are as follows. Chao and Wilson (1993) examine the price of emission
allowances for S02 when investments in scrubbers are irreversible,and demand for S02
follows a Winner process. They show that investments in scrubbers are reduced if there
is greater uncertainty about future market conditions. Section 12.3 of Dixit and Pindyck
(1994) exarnines the timing of environrnental policies. Neither of these previous studies
deais explicitly with technological innovation. By contrast, we explicitly discuss technological innovation and express it as a Poissonjump process. Thus, this chapter contributes
to the study of the value of TEPs under uncertainty. The Poisson jump process is briefiy

discussed by McDonald and Siegel (1986), and Farzin, Huisman, and Kort (1998) studies
the optimal timing of technology adoption. Unlike Farzin, Huisman, and Kort (1998), we
simultaneously deal not only with technology but also with other forms of uncertainty.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 describes the model.
Section 3.3 analyses the model presented in Section 3.2. Section 3.4 presents the numerical
and comparative static results for the value of the TEPs. Section 3.5 concludes this study.
The derivation of a sensitivity analysis with respect to the degree of development of new
technology is provided in the appendix.

3.2

The Model

We consider the problem faced by a policy decision-maker aiming to stabilize global climate

change. We assume that the policymaker has to implement the policy, which is to install
equipment to reduce C02 emissions. In addition, we assume that the equipment cannot be
utilized for other purposes, that is, the equipment has the property of irreversibility. The

policy decision-maker can decide to implement the irreversible investment in the present

period, but he or she can also delay implementation. When the policy decision-maker
undertakes the irreversible investment expenditure, he or she gives up the possibility of
waiting for new information on the effects of global warming. As a result, an opportunity

cost occurs. If investment to reduce C02 emission is delayed, the fiow level of C02
emissions does not change, That is, we can interpret the right to delay an investment as
a permit to discharge C02, that is, it is a TEP. To so!ve the problem, we formulate it as

an optimal stopping problem.
Let Qt be the benefit from economic activities, and XtMt be damage from atmospheric
C02 concentrations, Mt. Let B(Qt, Xt,Mt) : R+ Å~ R++ Å~ R+ - R denote the fiow of net
benefit associated with the benefit qt and damage XtMt : ,

B(Qt,Xt,M,) :Q,-X,M,, (3.2.1)
iFor examples of the real options approach, see Pindyck (1991), Dixit and Pindyck (1994), and Tsujimura (2003a). Tsujimura (2003a) investigates the yalue of options in the context of finance and environmental economics, ,respectively.
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where Xt is a variable that stochastically shifts over time to reflect damage due to atmo-

spheric C02 concentrations. The variable will be discussed later in more detail. Let Mt
be given by

dM,M=(Dt-rcM,M)dt, M,M=m, (3.2.2)
where Dt is the flow of C02 emissions, and rc(E (O, 1)) denotes a constant parameter which

shows natural depreciation of atmospheric C02 concentrations.
We discuss a variable shift parameter Xt in detail. When we consider damage caused
by droughts, heavy rain, floods, and so on, we find that the scale of such damage is not
the same in every period, but grows in proportion to the increase in atmospheric C02
concentrations. Furthermore, even if atmospheric C02 concentration does not change,
the damage increases if the growth rate of population is positive. If we introduce an
emission permits trading system to stabilize global climate change, trading the TEPs
creates incentives to develop and instal1 technology for controlling C02 discharges, as we
stated in Section 3.1. In this chapter, we explicitly examine this effect on the stochastic
process of a shift parameter, Xt. In general, technology does not appear constantly, but
in sudden bursts after the progress of R&D. Therefore, we express this phenomenon as
a Poisson process N :== (Nt)t2o with intensity parameter A(> O), where A represents
the degree of development of new technology. Thus, the shift parameter Xt jumps at the
random time Ti, • • • , Tn, • • • and the relative change in its value at ajump time is given as a

constant u(E (O, 1)). We assume that, until technology appears, the shift parameter follows
a geometric Brownian motion. Assume that a filtered probability space (9, JF',P; ( 1t)t)o),
satisfying the usual conditions, is given. The filtration (ft)t2o is generated by a Brownian

motion process W :== (Wt)t)o and the Poisson process N. We assume that VV and N are
mutually independent. This description2 can be formalized by allowing the following, on
the interval [Tn, Tn+i):

dX,X=paX,Xdt+aX,XdWt, XoX=x, (3.2.3)
where pa(E R) and a(E R) are constants. At t.= 7rn, the jump is given by X?. - Xe.. =
-VX?.-, SO that:

X}n =X?.-(lmV)' (3•2•4)
At the generic time t, Xt can be given by the following:

X,X =xexp{(p - ia2)t+ aVVt} [fi.i(1 - v,)], (3 2.5)

where ui == u. Eq. (3.2.5) is easily seen to be the solution of

dX,X=paX,Xdt+aX,XdVVt-uX,X-dNt. (3.2.6)
The expectation of Xg is given by

E[X,X]=xe(P-A")`, xER++. (3.2.7)
2This description is based on Section 7.2 of Lamberton and Lapeyre (1996) and Subsection 3.1.1 of
Runggaldier (2003).
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Assume the following:
(AS.3.2.1)
pa < Au;

(AS.3.2.2)
E [foOO e-rtB(Qt, X,X, M,M)] dt < oo•

Under the assumption (AS.3.2,1), the discounted shift variable process (e-rtXt)t2o is
a super-martingale, where r(E R++) is a discount factor,
If the policy decision-maker implements the policy, his or her benefit decreases by the

amount of a(E R+), and C02 emissions are reduced by the amount of c(E R+). Then,
eqs. (3.2.1) and (3.2.2) become as follows:

B@t•xtx•Mtm)=(B.,i[X.`ll2[I;]';9Q--X.t:Migex',xM,-,

t< T,

(3.2.8)

t }il T,

where Q and a are constant and
d"` = (: [9D--rcc") 1'ltlint)dt, l { :l
(3.2.9)

where D and c are constant, and T denotes the policy implementation time. If, therefore,
the policy decision-maker does not reduce the emissions of C02, he or she suffers heavier
damage. Then, the policy decision-maker needs to implement the policy. Hence, the policy
decision--maker's net expected total discounted benefit is

J(x, m; T) == E [f, OO e-rtB(Qt, X,X, M,M)dt - e-rrK] , Q,m E R+, x E R++, (3.2.10)

where K is the cost of implementing the policy, i.e. the investment cost to install the equip-

ment, and is assumed to be a constant. Therefore, the policy decision-maker's problem is
to choose the policy implementation time T in order to maximize eq. (3.2.10):

V(x, m) = max J(x, m; 7) = J(x, m; T'), x E R++,m E R+, (3.2.11)
T
where V is the value function of the policy decision-maker's problem and T' is the optimal

policy implementation time. We assume that V is C27i. Consequently, we refer to the
policy decision-maker's problem as an optimal stopping problem.

3.3 Analysis
In this section, we analyze the model that was introduced in Section 3.2. We show the
value function, the optimal policy implementation time, and the va!ue of the TEPs. In
addition, we prove that the policy decision-maker does not implement the policy when
the state of Xt does not arrive at x'. On the other hand, the policy decision-maker
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implements the policy when the state of Xt is greater than or equal to x'. To this end,
we first introduce two operators, g and ":

gip(x,m) :== ia2x2ipxx(x,m) + paxipx(x,m) + (D - rcm)ipm(x,m), (3.3.1)

7tip(x,m) := ia2x2ip..(x,m) + paxipla(x,m) +((D - c) - Km)ip.(x,m), (3.3.2)
where ip : R++ Å~ R+ - R is a candidate function of the value function of the policy
decision-maker's problem, eq. (3,2.11), and is equal to C2'i. Let q(x,m) be a candidate
function of the value function in the region where the policy has not been implemented,
and let th(x,m) be a candidate function of the value function in the region where the
policy has been implemented. Thus, the policy implementation time is defined by

T= Mf {t > O; (X,M) E S},

(3.3.3)

where S is the policy implementation region defined by

S :-- {(x,m); ip(x,m) S th(x,m) - K} .

(3.3.4)

g(x,m) satisfies the following partial differential equation:

[gp] (x,m) - A[g(x,m) - g((1 - v)x,m)] - rg(x,m) + Bi(Q,x,m) = O,

(?,m E R+, x G R++.

(3.3.5)

On the dther hand, ip(x,m) satisfies the partial differential equation:

[7tth](x, m) - A[th(x,m) - th((1 - u)x,m)] - rth(x,m) + B2(Q,x,m) = O,

(3.3.6)

Q,mE R+, xE R++.
We calculate the solution of eq. (3.3.5).
try a function g of the form:

First, we fix two real numbers A and 7 and

(3.3.7)

q(x) == Ax7, x E R++,
Substituting this equation into the corresponding homogeneous equation,

Ax7r(7) = o, x E R++,

we obtain

(3.3.8)

where the function f : R -ÅÄ R is defined by

Ir('y) = lla27("y - 1) - ILry - (r + A) + A(1 -- u)7.

Lemma 3.3.1. Assume that (AS.3.2,1? holds. Then, the nonlinear

(3.3.9)
equation r(7) = O

has two real roots, the laTyer one, 7i, which satisifies
(3.3.10)

1 S 71,
and the smaller one, 72, which satisfies

(3.3.11)

72 < O.
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Proof It is straightforwaxd that r(7) is a strictly convex function. We have

r(O) = -r < O; r(1) = iL -r- Au s{ O. • (3.3.12)
Therefore, the nonlinear equation r(7) = O has two distinct rea1 roots, 72 and 7i, such

that 72 <O and 1<7i, respectively. O
Next, we find a particular solution of g(x,m) by using the method of undetermined
coeMcients. A trial solution is assumed to be given by:

g(x,m)=biQ+b2x+b3m+b4xm. (3.3.13)
Substituting eq. (3.3.13) into eq. (3.3.5), and rearranging the result, gives

(3.3.14)
bi :F, b2 ID
=-sis, b3 =O, b4 == -J,

1

'

where 6 :== r - IL + Av, and p :-- r - LL + rc + Av. Substituting, the particular solution of
eq. (3.3.5) is given by

p(x,m) -9- e,X-X,M. (3.3.is)
Remark 3.3.1. lf the policy decision-maker never implements the policy, the particular
solution, (3.3.15?, is also derived as the eopected total discounted benefit of the policy
decision-maker. Fhom eq. (3.2.22 MtM is

' e (g m--).
MtM=-+e'Kt

(3.3.16)

thom eqs. (3.3.16? and (3.2.7), we have the eepected net benefit as follows:

p(x,m) = E [f,oo e-'`(Q - .XZM,M)dt]
= foOO [e-rt(? - e(pa-Av)`xtx [lil -t- e-rtt (m - ll)]] dt

(3.3.17)

Q Dx xm

r (r-LL+Au)(r-LL+rc+Au) (r-IL+rc+Au)'
Thus, we can write a solution of eq. (3.3.5) as:

9(x,m) = Aix7i +A2x72 +9- 7f - XpM,
where Ai and A2 are constants to be determined.

(3.3.18)

From Lemma 3.3.1, 72 is negative and

the power of x goes to infinity as x goes to zero. To prevent the value fromdiverging, we

set A2 = O. Then, we have:

g(x,m) = Aix7i + Sil . I7f d xpm,
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(3.3,19)

In a similar way, a solution of th(x,m) is derived as:

cb(x,m) .. Qi" -- (D 6-pC)X-XpM. (3.3.2o)
Note that the solution is equivalent to the particular solution with Q = Q-a and D = D-c
in eq. (3.3.20), since the TEPs have already been exercised.
Remark 3.3.2. The first term o'n the right-hand side ofeq. (3.3.19? is the value ofwaiting
to invest in the equipment that reduces C02 emissions. In other words, it is the value of

the tradable C02 emission permits. The rest of the terms represent the present value of
the policy decision-maker's benefit. On the other hand, th(x,m) ds the value function in
the region where the TEPs have been exercised, namely, where the C02 emission control
policy has been implemented. The poticy reduces the decision-maker's benefit, Q, by the
amount ofa, and the C02 emissions, D, by the amount ofc. Consequently, the right-hand
side of eq. (3.3.20? is the present value of the policy decision-maker's net benefit.

Let us define a function ip(x,m) : R++ Å~ R+ -R by

ip(x,m) == (ZiX.:M.l'-., ZE$;f&5'}, (3.3.2i)
where Ai and x' are uniquely determined by the following simultaneous equations. These
equations are well-known value matching and smooth pasting conditions:

g(Åë,m)=th(x,m)-K, x=x'; (3.3.22)
gx(x,m)=thx(x,m), x=x', (3.3.23)
where x' is the critical value of x. In other words, if the value of the shift parameter, x,

arrives at x", then the policy decision-maker implements the policy. IFYom eqs. (3.3.22)
and (3.3.23) we obtain:

x'-(.7i.6P,). (3+K); (3.3,24)
Ai=7,C6p [(3+K) (7Ii-6Pl),]i-7i (3 3.2s)
The following lemma is usefu1 for verifying the value function.

Lemma 3.3.2. Assume that (AS.3.2.1) and (AS.3.2.2? hold. Then, thejunction ip(x,m) :
R++ Å~ R+ . R satisfies the following variational inequalities:

av For any x E R++ (x 7! x"),

Åë(x,m) >.- th(x,m)-K (3.3.26)
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(Il? For anyxER++,
[gip] (x, m) - A[ip(x,m) - ip((1 - u)x, m)] - rip(x, m) + Bi (Q,x, m) S O

. (3.3.27)

(llrp For anyxER++,
{ip(x,m) - th(x,m) - K} {[gip](x,m) - A[ip(x,m) - ip((1 - v)x, m)]

-rÅë(x,m)+Bi(Q,x,m)}=O ,

(3,3.28)

Proof (I) Define a function h(x) : R++ - R by the form:

h(x) := g(Åë,m) - th(x,m) -K
= A,x7i +9- {l'i - glms - (Qia - (D 6-pc)x - gz't . K)
(3.3.29)

= Aix7' + ; - illi +K
Differentiating h(x) with respect to x, we obtain

h'(x) = 71Alx7i-1 - S.

(3.3.30)

FYom (3.3.10), the right-hand side of eq. (3.3.30)
strictlytoincreases from
-c/(6p)

+oo as x moves from O to +oo. Its unique
zero
point
x = x',
The
sign
ofisthe
derivative of h(x) is negative
for x Eit (O,x"),
w
hereas
is positive
for x E (x',oe).
Thus, first h(x) strictly decreases from alr+K to O as x moves O to x" and then it
strictly increases from O to +oo as x goes from x" to +oo. Therefore, ineq. (3.3.26)

ho!ds for x E R++.
(II) To show that ineq. (3.3.27) holds for x E R++, we divide the region of x into (O,x')

and (x', oo).
First, we consider the region x E (O,x"). We have ip(x,m) = g(x,m) for. x E (O,x').

Then, we obtain
[gip] (x,m) - A[ip(x,m) - ip((1 - u)x, m)] - rip(x,m) + Bi (Q,x, m)

= [gg] (x,m) - A[g(x, m) - g((1 - u)x, m)] - rg(x,m) + Bi (Q, x, m) (3.3.31)

=o.
Next, we consider the region xE (x',oo). We have to further divide the region into
(1 - v)x > x" and (1 - u)x < x". First, we consider the region (1 - v)x > x'. IFlr om
eq. (3.3.21) and (I), ineq. (3,3.27) holds. On the other hand, for (1 - v)x < x' we

have
[gip](x,m) - A[ip(x,m) - g((1 - v)x,m)] - rip(x,m) + Bi(Q,x,m) S O. (3.3.32)
Then, we have to show the following:
[7tth](x, m) - A[(th(x, m) - K) - p((1 - v)x,m)]

(3.3.33)

- r(th(x,m) - K) + Bi (Q, x, m) g O.
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Note that we use the partial differential operator, 7t, in the region where the policy

has been implemented in ineq. (3,3.33). To show ineq. (3.3,33), substituting ipx =
-(D - c)/6p - m/p, ipZ. = O, ipA = -x/p into ineq,(3.3.33), we obtain

(r+A) (g+K) -(r -6pap+A)Cx+AAi[(1-u)x]7i s{ O. (3.3.34)
'

Replacing x by x' in ineq. (3,3.34) and substituting (3.3.24) in ineq. (3.3.34) yields

(g+K) (pa7i i,(!IAU))so. , (3.3.3s)
From 7i > 1 and eq. (3.3.12), it is clear that ps7i - (r + Av) < O. Therefore, for
x E (x',oo), ineq. (3.3.27) holds.
(III) Obviousiy, we have this equality from the proof of (I) and (II).

D
We are now in a position to show that the candidate function, ip, is the value function
of the problem eq. (3.2.11) and the optimal policy implementation time.

Theorem 3.3.1. Assume that (AS.3.2.1? and (AS.3.2.2? hold. Suppose that Åë(x) : R++ .

R is deflned by eq. (3.3.21?. For anyxE R++ andmE R+ we have

J(x,m)Sip(x,m). (3.3.36)
R7om Lemma 3.3.2, forx ÅëS we have:
[9ip](x,m) - A[ip(x,m) - ip((1 - y)x, m)] - rip(x,m) + Bi(Q,x,m) = O, (x,m) Åë S,

(3.3.37)
Thus, the junction ip is the value .function of the problem eq. (3.2.11):

ip(x, m) =V(x, m). (3,3.38)
,Fhtrthermore, the optimal policy implementation region, S", and the optimal policy implementation tirne, T', are given by the follontng:

S" := {(x,m) E (R++ Å~ R+); ip(x,m) < th(x,m) -K}; (3.3.39)

T' := inf {t ;) O; (x,m) ES'}. (3.3.40)
Proof. Let us define a new stochastic process 'r := (Tt)t)o by
Tt :== e-'tip(X,X, M,M) - ip(x,m)

t
- f, e-'`[[9ip](X.X,
M,M) - A[ip(X,X, M,M) - ip((1 - u)X.X, M,M)] -- rip(X,X, M,M)]ds.

(3.3.41)
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Then, the process T is a O-mean martingale (see, for example, Davis (1993)). Thus,•
applying the optional sarnpling theorem for martingale for any policy implementation
time T. Thus, we have the Dynkin formula:
E[e-r(rAt) ip(x.x.,, M.rn.,)] == ip(x, m) + E [fo'"t e-r(rAt) { [gip] (x.x.,, M.mAt)

- A[ip(XgAt, M7MAt) " ip((1 - u)x.x.,, M.m.,)]'- rip(x.x.,, M.m.,)}d,] . (3'3'42)

From (II) of Lemma 3.3.2 we have
E [fo'"`e-r(T"t)B(Q..,,x.X.t,M.M.t) +e-'('"`)ip(X.X.t,M.M.t)] S{ ip(x,m)• (3•3•43)

Flrom (I) of Lemma 3.3.2 we obtain •
E [foT"t e-r('"t)B((?..,, X.X.,, M.M.,) + e-'('"t) [zb(X.XAt, M.MAt) - K]] S ip(X,M)'

(3.3,44)
Taking liminft-,+. from both sides of ineq. (3.3.44) and using Fatou's lemma, we have

E [f,' e-r'B(Q., X.X,M.M) + e-r' [th(X.X,M.M) - K]] S ip(x, m). (3.3.45)

IFh om Bellman's principle of optimality, for any x, m we have

J(x, m) =E [f,' e-rTB(Q., X.X, M.M)dt + e-rr [J(X.X,M.M) - K]]. (3.3.46)
Therefore, we obtain

J(x,m)Sip(x,m). (3.3.47)
On the other hand, from (3,3.37) we see that all ineqs. (3.3.43) - (3.3.45) become
equalities. Thus, we obtain

E[f,'e-r'B(q.,X.X,M.M)+e-r'[th(X.X,M.M)-K]] == ip(x,m). . (3.3.48)
Therefore, we verify that eq. (3.3.38). Furthermore, the optimal policy implementation
region S' and the optimal policy implementation time T* are defined by (3.3.39) and

(3.3.40), respectively. The proof is completed, O
3.4 NumericalExantples
In this section, we numerically evaluate the value of the TEPs. Table 3.1 shows the value

of the parameters and the concept and/or sources of parameters. Table 3.2 illustrates
the numerical results. In addition, we study the sensitivity of 7i, x", Ai, and the value
of the TEPs for a 20% change of various parameters, cr, A, K, and c. In each case, one
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of the parameters is allowed to vary, while the others are fixed at the base levels. The
results of the numerical examples are as follows. Considering uncertainty about damage

from atmospheric C02 concentrations, a, the value of the TEPs increases in u. If a is
increased by 20%, then x' rises from 2.33972 to 2.89503, or about 23.7%. Since this means
that the incentive to wait for new information becomes strong, the policy decision-maker
delays policy implementation. Simi1arly 7i and Ai are lowered by about 13.09o and 8.49e,
respectively. Then, the value of the TEPs rises by about 19,3%.
In regard to A, the value of the TEPs decreases in keeping with the degree of development of new technology that cdn reduce the emissions of C02. If A increases by 20ero,
then we find that x' is 22.8% above the base case. Since this shows that the incentive to
wait for new information becomes strong, as for a, the policy implementation is deferred.
Similarly, 7i is increased by about 3,4%, and Ai is lowered by about 45.2%. Therefore, the
value of the TEPs falls by about 5.99(o as a result of synthesizing these change, contrary
to the case where u was allowed to vary.

When K is allowed to vaxy, the value of the TEPs increases with the sunk cost of
reducing C02 emissions. If K goes up by 20%, then x' also increases by about 2.3%.
Since the inducement to wait for new information becomes strong, policy implementation
is delayed. Likewise, Ai decreases by about 2.7%. 7i, however, does not change, since K
is not. included in eq. (3.3.9). Then, the value of the TEPs rises from 54.84637 to 56.08967
due to the effects of these changes.
With regard to c, if c is increased by 20%, x' is decreased by about 16.7%. Since this

means that the policy decision-maker is not willing to wait for new information, policy
implementation is promoted, By contrast, Ai is increased by about 50.3%. 7i, however,
does not change, since c is not' included in eq. (3.3.9). The result of these changes is that

the value of the TEPs does not change with changes in the amount of C02 discharges
being curtailed.

3.5

Conclusion

Increasingly, markets for TEPs will become more important economic instruments for
stabilizing global warming. The Kyoto protoco! emphasizes the importance of the TEPs.
Therefore, we have studied the value of the TEPs by using a real options model, and
obtained the value of the TEPs as the opportunity cost of investment in an irreversible
project, i.e. the value of waiting to invest. The main results that we obtained were as
follows: an increase in uncertainty raises the value of the TEPs; by contrast, an increase
in jump probability lowers the value of the TEPs.

In this chapter, we assume that the dynamics for Q and D are constants until the
policy is implemented. However, they vary according to economic conditions. In addition,
we assume that the jump size u is constant, An interesting extension of this chapter would
be to allow the parameter to follow stochastic processes. According to IPCC (1996), to

stabilize global climate change we need to immediately reduce C02 emissions by 50-70%
and further tighten the reductions in coming decades. This announcement led us to discuss
our model with an upper limit of atmospheric C02 concentrations. In this chapter, we
assume that the amount of discharges of C02 being curtailed, c is exogenously given. As
an interesting extension, the parameter c could be derived from the policy decision-maker's
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optimization problem.

We leave these problems for future research.
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Table 3.1:

parameters
Q,

value

10330.3

The basic value of parameters

concept or/and sources
US $ billion (1990) Source: OECD (1994)

the aggregate of GDP (1990) of members of OECD.
a

3

Dt

3.565

c

O.1728

Mt

353

K

7.67

r

O.05
e,ol

Jtt'

US $ billion (1990). Source: Nordhaus (1991)
ppmv. annual change of atmospheric C02 concentrations
at 1990 (==353*O.05+1.8)
ppmv. the case of a 5% reduction of C02 emissions
(=3.565*O.05)
ppmv. atmospheric C02 concentration ,in 1990
US $ billion(1990). Source: Nordhaus (1991)
per billion toh C
(= 59'O.05"2,6 : reduction cost $ 2.6 per t C).

a

O.2

'>t

O.05

IPCC(1996) states 3-6%
(3.565/353=O.OIO09)
Assrune that uncertainty is 2091o.

Assume that technology which reduces C02 emissions
by 309o appears every twenty years.

u

O.3

Assume that the technology reduces C02 emissions
by 309o.

K

O.O05

Source: Nordhaus (1991).

ppmv: parts per million by volume
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Table 3.2: Numerical results

standard
71

2.23381

x*

2.33972

Al

8.21306

AIX*ori

54.84637

a = O.16
a = O,24
2.61707
2.03449
2.38238
2.89503
4,31522
7.52385
41.84729
65.41388

A = O.04
A = O.06
2.15678
2.31076
2.46515
2.87350
8.35650
4.50397
58.49859
51.62654

K=6.136 c= O.12136
K=9.204 c= O.18204
2.28668
2,39276
8.44873
7.98902
53,60307
56.08967

2.92465
1.94977
4.98915
12,34187
54,84637
54.84637

3.6 Appendix
In appendix, we present the sensitivity analysis of 7i, x', Ai, and the value of the TEPs
with respect to A. First, we define the functions of 7i, x', and Ai, and the value of the
TEPs,respectively:
I"('yi (A), ){) := lla2'yi("yi - 1) + IL"ri - (r + A) +Aexp ['yi log(1 - u)]; (3.6.1)

x'(7i(A),A) := (7?'-6Pi), (3+K); (3.6.2)
c :=exp[(1-7i)logx"];
Ai(x"(A),7i (A),A)
7i6p

(3.6.3)

TEP(Ai(A),x" (A),7i (A)) :== Ai exp[7i log x']. (3.6.4)
Taking a partial derivative eq. (3.6.1) with respect to A == O.05, we have

d71
dArAA==o.os=--,' (3•6•5)
Since rA < O and Ir7, > O, the sign of eq. (3.6.5) is positive. Then, the sign of the change
of 7i is the same as that of A. By differentiating eq. (3.6.2) with respect to A = O.05, we

obtain

ddX,),',=,.,,=aoX.),ldd')i'l+aoX),',. (3.6.6)
Since ax*/aeyi < O, d'ri/dA > O, ax'10A > O, and (ax'/O"yi)(d"yi/d){) < Ox"/OA, the sign
of eq. (3.6.6) is positive. Hence, the sign of the change of x' is the same as that of A.
Taking a partial derivative eq, (3.6.3) with respect to A = O.05, we obtain

aAl
dAl OAI OAI
dx* d71

dJ)t A.,o.os= Ox" dA + a•>t, d.x + aA ; (3•6•7)
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Since OAi!ax' < O, dx'/dA > O, OAila7i < O, d7i/dA > O, and OAi/OA < O, the sign of
eq. (3.6.7) is negative. Then, the sign of the change of Ai is the opposite to that of A. By
differentiating eq. (3,6.4) with respect to A = O.05, we obtain;

aTEP
d71
dTEP
aTEPdAi
aTEPdx*
dA
A==o.os=
OAi dA+
Ox'
-iiTt+ o7, 'EiTt' (3'6'8)
Since aTEP/aAl > O, dAlldA < O, OTEPIax* >•O, dx*/dA > O, aTEPIa71 > O,
d7i/dA > O, and [(aTEPIOAi)(dAildA)+(OTEP/07i)(d7i/dA)] > (OTEPIOx")(dx"ldA),
the sign of eq. (3.6.8) is negative. Then, the sign of the change of the price of the TEPs
is the opposite to that of A,
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Chapter 4

Optimal Implementation of an

Environmental Improvement
Policy with Implementation Costs
4.1

Introduction

The problem of environmental pollution results from humaii activities. Human activities
discharge harmfu1 matter and pollutants; waste, greenhouse gases, and so on. For example,
increasing atmospheric greenhouse gases are contributing to climate change. According to
IPCC (1996), the scientific assessment of climate change estimated that the global mean
surface atmospheric temperature will increase by 1 to 3.5 degrees centigrade by the year
2100. It leads to a number of potentially serious consequences, These include an increase
in the incidence of heat waves, floods, and droughts as the global climate changes. These
events would significantly affect human welfare as well as natural ecosystems. They are
subjects of increasing concern to the world community. To prevent damage from pollutants, we have to employ EIPs; environmental taxes, 'marketable permits, and subsidies.
See, for example, Bertram, Stephens, and Wallace (1990) and Jenkins and Lamech (1992).
They examine these market-based policies.
In economic theory, one usually assumes free disposal condition to resolve some problems. See Mas-Colell, Whinston, and Green (1995); Chapter 7 and Part 4. However, by
recognizing environmental problems, one must consider disposal cost. Hence, costs are
incurred to reduce damage from a worsening environment. In this chapter, we consid'er
the following EIP: If an emission level of a pollutant reaches a critical level, an agent has

to reduce the emission to a certain level in order to improve the environment. If not, he
or she incurs a higher level of damage. Thus, the agent has to decide when to implement
the EIP (or the levels of a pollutant) and the magnitude of impl'ementation of the EIP. In
order to solve the EIP, we formulate the agent's problem as an impulse control problem,

which is approached by using QVI. Then, we examine optimal implementation times, optimal pollutant emission levels, and optimal magnitude of the EIP. We also evaluate the
OEIP. To achieve these goals, we take three steps. We first prove that an EIP induced by
QVI is an OEIP. Next, we prove that there is a unique solution to a system of simultaneous equations, which are the well-known value matching and smooth pasting conditions.
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Third, we verify that a corresponding candidate function satisfies the QVI for the agent's

problem under an additional condition expressed by the given parameters, That is, the
guessed candidate function is the optimal value function for the agent's problem, so that
the EIP induced by the candidate function is indeed optimal.
Related works are as follows: Neuman and Costanza (1990) studies the management
of renewable resources by using an impulse control method. However, their study assumes
that the state of the system is deterministic. On the contrary, our analysis assumes the
dynarnics of the pollutant is stochastic. Willassen (1998) studies the optimal harvesting
strategy for an ongoing forest by using an impulse control method. Cortazar, Schwartz,
and Salinas (1998), Zepapadeas (1998) and Tsujimura (2000) also study environmental
problems by using optimal stopping methods.
This chapter is structured as follows. The next section describes the agent's problem.
Section 3 analyzes the agent's problem. Section 4 presents the numerical and comparative
static results. Section 5 concludes this chapter.

4.2

The Model

Suppose that an agent has to implement an EIP in order to reduce damage from a pollutant. We assume that implementation of the EIP incurs both fixed and proportional
implementation costs.
Let (st, .1', P, (.7 It)t2o) denote a filtered probability space satisfying the usual conditioms.

In this context, .1lt is generated by a Brownian motion, VVt, in R, i.e., .1t = a(Ws,s S t).

Let O = To S Ti S{ T2 S{ ••• S Ti S{ ••• be (ft)t)o-stopping times such that Ti -ÅÄ +oo
as i . +oo a.s.. For each i, Ti assigns an impulse Ci E R+, where <i is .TTTi-measurable.
Suppose that the implementing the E!P immediately moves the state of the pollutant from
x to a new state "(x,<), where " : R++ Å~ R+ - R++ is a given function. In this chapter
n(x,<) is assumed to be given by x- <.
Let Xt be the state of the pollutant defined by the following stochastic differential
equations:
dXt = luXt dt + aXt dWt, Ti sl t < Ti+1, Vi }2 O;
(4.2.1)

Xn = 77(X.r,<i)= X,:r - Cii

it

Xo- =: x E R++,
where pa(E R) and a(E R) are constants and To:=O and 7i-+i == Ti if Ti+i == 7i. An EIP is
defined as a double sequence:

v:= {(Ti,Ci)}i)o• (4.2.2)
We interpret 7i aS the times when the agent decides to implement the EIP and Ci as the

magnitude of the EIP, ,
Definition 4.2.1 (Admissible EIP). An EIP, v, is admissible, if the following are satisfied:

OE{ 7Ti S{ Ti+i, a.S. Vi l}I O; (4.2.3)
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7i is a (.TTt)t2o-stopping time, Vi 2 O;

CRs .Fr, -measurable, Vi ) O;

P[,ttm..TiST]=O, VTE[O,oo). (4.2.6)
The condition given by (4.2.6) means that the EIP will be implemented finitely before
a terminaJ time, T. Let Lt denote the set of admissible EIPs. If the EIP v is given by
(4.2.2), then the state of the pollutant, XX," := (XtX'")t>-o is given by

dXtÅë,V = LLXtX,Vds +aXtX,VdWt; Ti-1 f{ t < Ti < oo;

X.",•"-n(X,X,,.•",(i)-X.X,LV -- <i; i- 1,2,•••; (4.2.7)
X.X,,V = x.
Let D : R++ . R be a continuous function satisfying

E [fo OO e-'tD(X,X 'V)dt] < oo, xE R++,v EU, (4.2•8)
r(E R++) is a constant discount rate. We interpret D(x) as the damage function associated
with the state of the pollutant and given by

D(x):=ax2, xER++, (4.2.9)
where a(E R++) is the proportional damage parameter. Let vo represent t,he EIP which
the agent does not implement forever, In this case, the expected present value of the flow
of D(x) is written as

E[foOO e-'tD(xtX'"O)dt] =.- iX2- .2, xGR++, (4•2•10)
By (4.2.8), we assume the following inequality holds:
(AS.4.2.1)

r-2pa - a2 > o.
Let K : R+ -ÅÄ R++ represent the cost to implement the EIP and is given by

K(C)=ho+ki<, <ER+, (4.2.11)
where ko(E R++) atid ki(E R++) are the fixed and proportional cost of implementing of
the EIP, respectively. Note that K(<) satisfies subadditivity with respecY to C:

K(<+<')<-K(<)+K(C'), C,<'ER+. (4.2.12)
This implies that (,1lt)t>o-stopping times hold strictly increasing sequences, i.e,, O = To <

Tl < T2 <•••< Ti <••••
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(4.2.4)

(4.2.5)

The damage function, D(x), does not contain the pollutant's fixed effect, because, in
general, the damage from pollutants occurs when the pollutants are discharged. Therefore,
we define the damage function as eq. (4.2.9). On the other hand, the implementation cost,
K(<), involves the fixed implementation cost, This includes the cost of deciding whether

to implement the EIP or not. The decision-making requires research on the magnitude
of darnage, forecasts of future environmental conditions and so on. In this chapter, the
decision-making cost is' assumed to be constant. Oksendal (1999) studies the effect of the
fixed cost in impulse control problems and shows it has significant effects.
The agent's expected total discounted cost function associated with the EIP v is defined

by
J(x,v) = E [f,OO e-rtD(x,X'")dt + II.lll, e-r'aK(X.Xs", XrX,'V)1{r,<oo}]
(4.2.13)

Therefore, the agent's problem is to choose v G U in order to minimize J(x; v):

V(x) - 3eÅí J(x;v) = J(x;v"),

(4.2.14)

where V is the value function of the agent problem given by eq. (4.2.14)

and v* is an

OEIP,

4.3 Analysis
In the previous section, we formulated the agent's problem as a stochastic impulse control

problem. From that formulation, we naturally guess that, under an OEIP, the agent
implements the EIP whenever the state of the pollutant reaches a threshold. In order
to verify this conjecture, we take three steps in this section. We first prove that aQVI
policy, which is introduced later, is an OEIP for the agent's problem given by eq. (4.2.14).

Next we prove that there exists a unique solution to a system of simultaneous equations
which are the well-known value matching and smooth pasting conditions. Then we verify
that a corresponding candidate function satisfies the QVI for the agent's problem under an
additional condition. That is, the guessed candidate function is the optimal value function
for the agent's problem given by eq. (4.2.14), so that the EIP induced by the candidate
function is indeed optimal. To take these steps, we first introduce some notation.
Suppose that ip : R++ - R is a continuous function. Let M denote the implementation
operator on the space of functions ip defined by

Mip(x) = inf

<E[O,x)

{ip(n(x,<))+K(<)}. (4.3.1)

We assume that ip is a twice continuously differentiable function on R except on the
boundary of the comsidered region. Let us define an operator L of the XX,V as follows:

Lip(x) = ia2x2 ip" (x) + paxip' (x) -rip(x). (4.3.2)
Since Åë is not necessarily C2 in the whole region, we must apply the generalized Dynkin
formula for ip. The formula is available if ip is stochastically C2. That is, we use the
ag

generalized Dynkin formula on the set which has a Green measure of XX,V zero. The
Green measure of XX," is the expected total occupation measure G(:';x,v) defined by

G(:-;x,v) =E [f,OO X,X•"1:. dt], (4.3.3)
where 1:. is the indicator of a Borel set :'(c R++). A continuous function ip : R++ . R
is called stochastically C2 with respect to XX'" if Lip(x) is well defined point wise for
almost al1 x with respect to the Green measure G(•;x,v). Henceforth, we assume that
ip is stochastically C2 with respect to XX,". The following equality, which is called the
generalized Dynkin formula, will be used in the proof of Theorem 4.3.1.

E[e-re-ip(x,X:V)] =E[e-rri ip(x.x,•v)] +E [fe- e-rtLip(x,X•V)dtl , (4.3,4)

LJ/aT'i J
for all i, all bounded stopping times e such that Ti S e S Ti+i, See, for example, Brekke
and Oksendal (1991) for more details.
Definition 4.3.1 (QVI). Thefollowing relations are called the quasi-variational inequalities (QVI? for the problem given by (4.2.14?:

Lip(x) +D(x) 2 0, for a. a. x w. r. t. G(•; x, v), Vv E U; (4.3.5)
ip(x) S Mip(x);

(4.3.6)

[Lip(x) + D(x)] [ip(x) - Mip(x)] = O, for a. a. x w. r. t. G(•; x, v), x E R++. (4.3. 7)

Definition 4.3.2 (QVI policy). Let ip be a solution of the QVI. Then the following EIP
0 = {(fi, <"i)}i2o is called a qVI policy:

(r"o, <"o)- (O, O); (4.3•8)
ft = inf{t 2 Ti"-i; X,X,e Åë H};

4i = arg inf {di (n (X.X-,'-"",<))+K(<);<}. (4.3.10)
In this context, H is the continuation region defined by

H:= {x; ip(x) <Mip(x)}, (4.3.11)
and XtX'V is the result of applying the EIP D.

We can now prove that a QVI policy is an OEIP. The following Theorem 4.3.1 is a
minor modification of Theorem 3.1. in Brekke and Oksendal (1998).
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(4.3.9)

Theorem 4.3.1. av Let a continuous function ip ;

R++ -R be a solution of the QVI

and satisLlv the following;

ip is stochastically C2 w.r.t. xX,v;

(4.3.12)

,ttm.. e-'tÅë( .Xg'V) = O, a.s., vv E z,t;

(4.3.13)

the family {ip(X.X'")}.<.. is uniformly integrable w.r.t. P, Vv EU.

(4.3.14)

Then we obtain
ip(x) fEII J(x;v) Vv EU.

(4.3.15)

(Irp Suppose that, in addition to (4.3.5?-(4.3.7? and (4.3.12?-(4.3.14?, we have

, Lip(x) +D(x) == O, xE H.

(4.3.16)

,FltLrthermore, suppose 0 E U, i.e., the EIP is admdssible. Then, we obtain

ip(x) - J(x; D).

(4.3.17)

Hence, we have
ql,(x) = V(x) == J(x;D).

(4.3.18)

Therefore D is optimal.

Proof. (I) Assume that di satisfies (4.3.12) - (4.3.14). Choose v E U. Let
Ti V (Ti+i A s) for any s E R+. Then, by the generalized Dynkin formula,

ei+1 :=
(4.3.4), we

obtain
E[e-'e`+i-ip(x,X,'.V,-)] = E[e-"`ip(x.x,•")] + E [l,1 `'i e-'t{,cip](x,x•v)dt]

(4.3.19)
.

Hence, from (4.3.5) we obtain
E[e-'e`+'-ip(X,X,'.",-)] ) E[e-r'`ip(X.X,'V)] - E [f.,1 `'i, e-'tD(X,X'V)dt] .

(4.3.20)

Taking lims-oo and using the dominated convergence theorem, we have
E[e-"`+i-ip(X.X,'.",-)] - E[e-"`ip(X.X,'")] }l -E [f.,I `'i e-'r`D(X,X'")dt]
(4.3.21)

Summing from i == O to i == m yields

m

q5(x) + 2E[e'r'i q5(X.XiV) - e-r"-Åë(X.X,'EL)]

i=1
-E[e-r'rn+i'ip(x.Xm,V.,-)] s; E [foTM'i

e-TtD(X,X,V)dt]

(4.3.22)
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For al1 Ti < oo, following the EIP, the state of the pollutant jumps immediately from
X.X,'e to a new state n(X.X,'Z,<i). Thus, by eq. (4.3.1) and n(X.X,'!,<i) = X.X,'V, we

obtain
ip(n(X.X,'!, <i)) 2 .M ip(X.X,'e) - K(<i), Ti < oo. (4.3.23)
Therefore, we' have
ip(x) + m
2E [[e-"zMip(X19,'Y) - e-r'`'ip(X.X,'Y)] 1{.,<oo}]

i=1

f{ E [fo'M'l e-rtD(xtx,v)dt + e-nm+i-ip(x.X.'v.,-) + ll.illll=i e-r'`K(Ci)i{ri<co}] •

(4.3.24)

'
It follows from eq. (4.3.6) that

Mip(X.X,'e)-Åë(X.X,•Y)20. (4.3.25)
Hence, we obtain
ip(.) fE{; E [fo'M'i e-rtD(x,X,V)dt + e-"m+i-ip(X.X.'".,-) + S.=i e-r'`K(<i)1{n<oo}] •

, (4.3.26)
Taking limm-.., by using (4.3.13), (4.3.14) and the dominated convergence theorem,

we obtain
ip(x) s E [f,OO e-rtD(x,x•v)dt + II.IIIIi,. l, e-rri K(<i)i{.,<..}] • (4•3•2ti)

Therefore, eq, (4.3.15) is proven.

(II) Assume that eq. (4.3.16) holds and D is the QVI policy. Then repeat the argument
in part (i) for v = 0. Then, ineqs. (4,3.20)-(4.3.27) become equalities. Thus, we

obtain
ip(x) = E [f,co e-rtD(xtX•D)dt + IS. i.. ], e-rTiK(x9,•e,x.X,•e)1{a..}]. (4.3.2s)

Hence, we obtain eq. (4.3.17). Combining eq. (4.3.17) with ineq. (4.3.15), we obtain

ip(x) S inf J(x;v) <- J(x;di)= ip(x). (4.3.29)
vEU
Therefore, ip(x) = V(x) and v' == D is optimal, i.e., the solution of the QVI is the
value function and the QVI policy is optimal. The proof is completed.

o
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Next, from the agent's problem given by eq. (4.2.14), we conjecture that, under a
suitable set of suflicient conditions on the parameters, an OEIP is specified in the following

form by two thresholds: whenever the state of the pollutant reaches a level hi, the agent
implements the EIP, so that it instantaneously falls to another level 6. To show the vaJidity

of this conjecture, we first prove there exist unique parameters hi and fi (and another
unknown parameter Ai), by examining a system of simultaneous equations, which are the
well-known value matching and smooth pasting conditions.
Let an OEIP be denoted by v*(7',C") characterized by parameters (P,bl) with O <
fi < bl < oo such that

Ti' := inf{t>7T-i;X,X:"' g! (O,bl)}, (4.3.30)

<,'• :=**
X.X.;"--X.X.;V =hi-fi. (4.3.31)
tl
Thus, eq. (4.2.7) becornes

dxtx,v ,=**
Ftx,x,v *dt+axiXV dvvt; T,*•-1 <-t<Ti'<oo;

** =n(X.Xi"-,Cz*'); i=1,2,':'; (4•3•32)
X.XiV
*
x,v
Xm
== x.
Therefore, when the agent implements the OEIP, the value function seems to satisfy

V(x) == V(ny(x,<')) + K(C')

(4.3.33)

= V(rs) + ko + ki (x - 6), x E [hi, oo).

Assume that V is stochastically C2 with respect to XX,V'. Under the assumed OEIP, if the
pollutant level is within the continuation region (O,bl), it remains in that region thereafter.

However if the initial level of the pollutant x is x = di + 6, where e > O, then the OEIP is

< = (hi+e) - fi. Thus, we have

V(hi+e) =V(6) +ko + ki (di +e- P). (4.3.34)
Substituting x into di in eq. (4.3.33) and subtracting from eq. (4.3.34), we obtain

V(hi+e)-V(X)=kiE. (4.3.35)
Dividing eq. (4.3,35) by e and taking lim.-o in eq. (4.3.35), we get

V'(hi) == ki. (4.3.36)
By (4.3.30) and (4.3.31), the agent's expected total discounted cost function J(x;v) is
minimized at < = bl -- 6. Hence, by the first order condition for the minimization
O[V(n(di,<)) + K(<)j/a< lc=.-fi = O, we obtain

V'(fi)=ki, (4.3.37)
because V is stochastically C2. Dixit (1991) and Constantinides and Richard (1978)
discussed equations to similar eqs. (4.3.36) and (4.3.37) for more details. Furthermore,
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we can conjecture that eq. (4.3.16) holds in the continuation region (O,bi). Following the
standard methods of ordinary differential equations, the general solution of eq (4.3.16) is

given by

ip(x) == Aix7' +A2xty2 +r- 2apaX2- a2, xE (O,hi), (4.3.38)
where Ai and A2 are constants to be determined, and 7i and 72 are the solutions to the
characteristic equation:

;a272+(pa-ia2)7-r==O, 7ER. (4.3.39)
Hence, we obtain

7i == i- ?Ie,T + [(tl,T -i)2+ Zi/]i, (434o)

,, -i- ge, - [(f, - i)2. I/]5
(4.3.41)

Since 72 < O, to prevent the value from diverging, we set the coeMcient A2 = O. Thus, we

have

ip(x) = Aix7' +r- 2apaX 2- .2, xE (O, hi). (4.3.42)
Remark 4.3.1. The first term on the m'ght-hand side of eq. (4.3.42? is the value of the
option to implement the EIP at some times in the .future. In other words, when the state
of the pollutant achieves the threshold hi, the agent exercises the option and implements the

EIP. Then, we can evaluate the EIP by calculating the first term on the right-hand side of
eq. (4.S.42?. Since we are solving a cost minimization problem, the sign ofAi is negative.
Thus, we evaluate the EIP by changing the sign of the first term on the right-hand side. of
eq. (4.3.42?:

EIP=--Aix7i. (4.3.43)
The second term, ax2/(r - 2pa - a2), ts the eepected present value of the flow of D(x)

when the agent never implements the EIP by eq, (4.2.10?.
Let us define ip(x) by

Åë(x;A,,x,m-(:ilefiX;i.',MriZ"X(i2a-b),ZE,[il;-g5)3 (4344)

Hereafter we suppress Ai, hi, and P in ip(x;Ai,bj,B) for tractability unless we need to pay

attention to these parameters. These parameters are uniquely determined by following
simultaneous equations:

ip (hi) - ip(6) +ke +ki (bl -P), • (4.3.45)
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Åët(hi) = kl,

(4.3.46)

ip'(P)=lei. (4,3.47)
In order to verify that there are unique solutioms Ai, bl, and 6 of eqs. (4.3.45) - (4.3.47), we

investigate how bi and 6 depend on Ai. We refer to Oksendal (1999). Flirom eq. (4.3.45),
let us define Åë(x) as

a(x2 - B2)
ko - ki (x - fi), (4.3.48)
r - 2pa - a2

Åë(x) := Adx7i -- xirri] +-

where we fix Ai(< O). Figure 4,1 illustrates lp(x). The first, second and third derivatives
of eq. (4.3.48) are given by

2ax +
Åë'(X) == 71Alxnyi-1

r-2pt-a2 -ki, (4.3.49)

Åë"(X) == ty1(71 - 1)Alxtyi-2 +

2a

r-2pa-a2'

Åë'"(x)=ryi(tyi-1)(7i-2)Aix7i-3. (4.3.51)
See Figure 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4, respectively. Since 7i > 2 and Ai < O, ÅëM(x) is negative.
Hence, Åë'(x) has its unique maximum point, di(Ai). From eq, (4.3.50) Åë"(x) = O if, and
only if

Ai =-7i (7ii- i) x2-cri,- ia- .2• (4.3.s2)
Ftom eq. (4.3.49), Åë'(di(Ai)) > O if, and only if

y r-2pa - a2 7i -1
kl
x>

2a 7i -2

(4,3.53)

=: di.
Thus tp'(di(Ai)) > O if, and only if di > di. This implies that

7iAidi7i'i>ryiANidi7i-i or Ai>A-i, (4.3.54)
where, from (4.3.52) and (4.3.53), Ai is given by

Al = -71 (711- 1) (r- 22paa- a2)1-7i (ty711 iikl)2-7i. (43ss)

Note that Åë'(O) = -ki < O. Therefore, for any Ai < Ai < O, eqs. (4.3.46) and (4,3.47)
have two solutions hi(Ai) and P(Ai) such that O < P(AD < di(Ai) < di(Ai). Hereafter we
assume that Ai < Ai < O.
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(4.3.50)

Erom the above preliminary analysis, we examine how hi and fi depend on Ai. To this
end, we first differentiate eq. (4.3.46) with respect to Ai and obtain

ii'(Ai) == - [7i(7i - 1)Ai'x"7'-2 + .- 22pa.- .,]-i 7ihi(Ai)7i-i > o (4.3.s6)

Since 7i(7i -- 1)Ai'xi'Yi-2 +2a/(r - 2u - a2) = Åë"(to(Ai)) < O, ineq. (4.3.56) holds, Ineq.

(4.3.56) means hi(Ai) increases in Ai. Thus, by eq. (4.3.46) we have

Ai,mt,7iAibl(Ai)or"i+,2-aiiA-i).2 -ki == Ai,mT,.lai'i24.')., -- ki. (4,3.s7)

It follows that

lim hi(Ai)= +oo. (4.3.58)

AitO

Note that Åë'(di(2tli)) > O if, and only if di(Ai) > di or Ai > A"i and hi(Ai) > di(Ai), If Ai
decreases to Ai, hi(Ai) decreases to X, i.e,,

lim.. -x(Ai)=th. (4.3.59)

AltAl

Similarly, we differentiate eq. (4.3.47) with respect to Ai and by Åë"(fi(Ai)) > O to

obtain

,CV(Ai)<O. (4.3.60)
Ineq. (4,3.60) implies fi(Ai) decreases in Ai, Thus, by eq. (4.3.47) we have

Ai,mt,nAifi(Ai)7i-'+.2-a26pa(A-i).,-ici=Ai,mT,.2-a2Ppa(Adi).,-ki, (4.3.61)

From eq. (4.3.61) we obtain

Ai,mT,6(Ai) == r- 22pa.- a2 ki. (4.3.62)
Furthermore, we have

.1,i t,-, 6(Ai)=X• (4.3.63)
We are now ready to show the existence of unique solutions of simultaneous equations. In
this context, we assume the following:
(AS.4.3.1)

a > kl,
r- 2pa - a2
where a/(r - 2pa - a2) is the present value of damage caused by the state of the pollutant.

If the above inequality does not hold, it will never be optimal to implement the EIP as
far as ko >O.
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Theorem 4.3.2. Assume that (AS.4.21? and (AS.4.3.1? hold. Then, there enists a
uniquety solution to the simultaneozss equations (4.3.45? - (4.3.47): AI, X(AI), and6(AI)

with O< fi(Al)<bl(Al)<+oo. '
Proof. By eq. (4.3.45) we obtain

g(Ai) =ko, (4.3.64)
where g(Ai) := Ai [hi(Ai)7' -6(Ai)or']+a[hi(Ai)2-P(Ai)2]/(r-2pa-a2)-ki [hi(Ai) ---P(Ai)].
The derivative of g with respect to Ai is

oaAg, = [di(Ai)7i - 6(Ai)7i] + Ai [tyibi(Ai)ori-ibl(Ai) - 7,B(Ai)7i-i3(Ai)]

(4.3.65)

2a- .2 [hi(A')if'(Ai) - fi(Ai)B'(Ai)] ' ki ['X'(Ai) - fi'(Ai)]•
+ r . 2pa

Fliom (4.3.56) and (4.3.60), the first and third terms on the right hand-side of eq. (4.3.65)

are positive, while the second and fourth terms are negative. The sign of (4.3.65) depends
on the relation of these terms. To investigate the relation, first, we suppose that

hi(Ai)7i - fi(Ai)cri -b[bl(Ai)- Pt (Ai )] > O. (4.3.66)
Eqs, (4.3,58) and (4.3.62) reveal that the left-hand side of (4.3.66) is positive. From eqs.
(4.3.59) and (4.3.63), it follows that (4.3.66) is zero, Hence ineq. (4.3.66) holds. Secondly,

suppose that

2a + . - 2pa - .2 [hi(A')ZIf'(Ai) -' 5(A')fi1(Ai)l > O'
Ai[7ihi(Ai)7i"hi'(Ai) - 7i6(Ai)7'-'P'(Ai)]
(4.3.67)
To show ineq. (4.3.67) we require that

2a
r- 2pa - a2

di(Ai)2-7i >-Ai7i, (4.3.68)

2a
r- 2pa -a

,P(Ai)2-7i >Ai7i. (4.3.69)

It follows from eqs. (4.3,58) and (4.3.59) that we have

1>

1

7i (7i - 1)

. (4.3.70)

Since it is obvious that ineq. (4.3.70) holds, we obtain ineq. (4.3.68). On the other hand,

eqs. (4.3.62) and (4.3.63) imply that the minimum of fi(Ai) is attained when Ai goes to
O. Thus, we obtain

(r-22".- a2)i-7' k?'7i >o (4371)
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Since it is clear that
follows. Both ineqs.

ineq, (4.3.71) holds, we have ineq,

(4.3.69). Thus, ineq. (4.3.67)

(4.3.66) and (4.3.67) imply that ineq.

(4.3.65) is positive. Therefore,

it follows that

lim g(Ai) = +co,

(4.3.72)

AiTO

AISAI

lim- g(Ai)=O. (4.3.73)

Erom eqs. (4.3.72) and (4.3.73) there exists Al such that g(A'i) = ko, by using the mean

value theorem. Therefore, there exist unique solutions to the simultaneous equations
(4.3.45) - (4.3.47): Ar, X(AI), and P(Al) with O < fi,(A:) < hi(Al) < +oo. The proof is

As the third step, we show the candidate function of the value function of the agent's

problem given by eq. (4.2.14) satisfies the QVI under an additional condition. Thus,
the candidate function is the value function of the agent's problem. Therefore, the QVI
policy induced by the candidate function is indeed optimal. To this end, we first examine
the following. For x E (O,hi), by (4.3.44) the first and second derivative of ip(x) are,
respectively

ip'(x) :7iAi'xXr'-i +r- 22paahi- a2, (4.3.74)

ip" (x) = 7i (7i -1)Ai'x"7i '2 +,- 22ps"- .2. (4.3. 75)
Note that eq. (4,3.75) equals to eq, (4.3.50). It is obvious that there exist Ai such
that Åë'(hi(Ai)) = Åë'(fi(Ai)) == 0 from Theorem 4.3.2. It follows that ip'(hi) = ip'(fi) = b.

Iinrthermore, since Åë'(x(Ai)) has a unique maximum point,

< O, x E (O, i(3) or (hi, oo),

Åë'(x) =O, x=/[3orhi, (4•3.76)
> O, x E (fi, IIi).
Therefore it follows that

< ki, x E (O, fi) or (hi, oo),

ip'(x) =ki, x==Porhi, (4.3.77)
> ki, x E (P, hi).
Theorem 4.3.3. Assume that (A.1) and (A.2? hold. Let AI, hi" = hi(Al), and fi' =
5(AI) with O < fi' < hi' < oo be the sotutions of the simultaneous equations (4.3.45? (4.3.47?, whose existence is assured by Theorem 4.3.2. I71urtherTnore, we assume that the
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implementation cost satisfies the following:

(AS.4.3.2?
(r - 2pa - a2) (77ii
) --kl21

> (r - pa)ki + [(r -- p)2k,2 + 4ar [r - 22pa.' a2 (- 2nyi(7i !) 22)) k,2 + ko]] 5

Then, ' ip(x) = di(x; AI,hi',fi') satisfies the QVI. According to Theorem 4.3.1, ip is the value

function of the agent's problem given by eq. (4.2.14? and the QVI policy induced by ip is
optimal. That ts, the EIP given by (4.S.30) and (4.3.31) is an OEIP.
Proof. First we show ip satisfies the QVI,
(I) Consider ineq. (4.3.5) for two distinct cases, x E (O,bl') or x E [hi", oo).

(i) If x E (O,hi), it is clear from (4.3.44) and the derivation of eq. (4.3.42) that

Lip(x)+D(x)=O. (4.3.78)
(ii) If x E [hi',oo), by (4.3.44) we have

Lip(x) +D(x) == paxici -r[ip(6) + ko + ki(x - 6)] + ax2. (4.3.79)
If (4.3.79) is positive, we have

' > Sii {(r -,pa)ki + [(r - pa)2k? + 4ar [ip(fi(Ai)) + ko - kifl(Ai)]P}
hi(Ai)

'

(4.3.80)

Cadenillas and Zapatero (1999) assumes that inequalities similar to ineq. (4.3.80)
hold, to prove Theorem 4.1 in Cadenillas and Zapatero (1999). We express ineq.
(4.3.80) with given parameters. Note that Åë'(di(Ai)) > O if and only if di > di

implies Ai > Ai. Taking limA,-.A, both sides of ineq. (4.3.80), by (4.3.53),
(4.3.55), (4.3.59), (4.3.72) and (A.3) we obtain (4.3.79) is positive.
Therefore, ip satisfies ineq. (4.3,5).

(II) Next we examine ineq. (4.3,6). We refer to Theorem 1 ofConstantinides and Richard
(1978)i. We divide the region into (O,fi'), [P",T") and [hi',cx)).

(i) For x E (O,6') , by (4.3.77) <=O is optimal. Then, we have

{ip(n(x,
Mip(x)inf <)) + K(C)}
<E(O,X3*)

- [ip(n(x, <))+K(C)]c-o (4.3.sl)
= di(x) + ko
> ip(x).
iConstantinides and Richard (1978) is extended by Mizuta (2000).
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(ii) For x E [fi,hi) , since equaJity in (4.3.77) holds at x = 6", < == x-P" is optimal.

Thus, we obtain

Mip(x) ={ip(n(x,
inf <)) + K(<)}
CE(O,x-P*]

-[ip(n(x,<))+K(C)]<-x"• (4.3.s2)
= di(6") + ko + ki(x -- 6')

> ip(x).
Inequality holds by eq, (4.3.45) and (4.3.76).
(iii) For x E [hi",oo), since equality 'in (4.3,77) holds at x =: a' or P'. Hence either

< == x - hi" or < == x - P' is optimal. Thus, we have

Mip(x) = min [<,(Sp.f. i{ip(n(x,C)) +K(<)}, c,(.igÅí.,.){ip(n(x,<)) +K(C)}]
= min [[ip(n(x, C)) + K(<)]<...-bl* , [ip(n(x, <)) + K(<)]c- x-p*]

= ip(fi") + ko + ki (x - fl')

= ip(x).

(4.3.83)
Here, third equality holds by eq. (4.3.45).
Therefore, ip satisfies ineq. (4.3.6).
(III) It follows immediately from foregoing consideration that ip also satisfies eq,(4.3.7).

Therefore, ip satisfies the QVI, That is, the candidate function is a solution of the QVI.

ip is also the value function of the agent's problem given by eq. (4.2.14) from Theorem
4.3.1. Furthermore, the QVI policy induced by ip is optimal. The proof is completed. a

4.4 NumericalExamples
In this section we calculate AI, bl' and P' by using a numerical method and evaluate the
size of optimal implementation, <" and the OEIP. Furthermore, we present a comparative
static analysis of <*, P' and the OEIP by changing parameters, because such evaluation
gives us economic intuitions. When the agent decides to implement the EIP, these results
are usefu1.

The base case parameters used are listed in Table 4.1. The results of the numerical
examples are presented in Table 4,2. Furthermore, we vary parameters by Å}10%. First,
we find the results from comparative statics to <': The optimal implementation size C'
is increasing in the discount rate, r, the diffusion parameter, a, the proportional cost
parameter, ki and the fixed cost parameter, ko. On the other hand, <' is decreasing in the
drift parameter, pt and the proportional damage parameter, a. The meaning is as follows,
When the discount rate is high, future damage from the pollutant is more serious. Hence,
optimal implementation size increases in the discount rate. Since the diffusion parameter
means uncertainty about damage, an increase in uncertainty raises optimal implementation
size. Optimal implementation size also increaSes in the cost of implementing the OEIP.
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On the other hand, since the drift parameter is the pollutant's growth rate of the, higher
pollutant growth rate decreases optimal implementation size. Similarly, the proportional

damage parameter decreases optimal implementation size.
Second, comparative static analysis of the OEIP gives us the following results: An incTease in the growth rate of the pollutant, uncertainty, the proportional cost and the fixed
cost raises the value of the OEIP, while an increase in the discount rate and the proportional damage parameter decrease the valtte of the OEIP. These results have the following
implications. Since 7i, AI and hi" affect the OEIP, the comparative static analysis of the

OEIP is complicated. Although 7i,Al and hi* do not have the same effect of a change in
the parameters, we, have plausible results. The OEIP increases in the growth rate of the
pollutant, uncertainty, proportional implementation cost and fixed implementation cost,

while the OEIP decreases in the discount rate and the proportional damage parameter.
Since the OEIP leads to flexibility for the agent's decision, from Remark 4,3.1, higher
uncertainty raises the value of the OEIP. The effects of proportional and fixed implementation costs have the same direction.

4.5

Conclusion

In this chapter, we study general environmental improvement policy by using an impulse
control method. We present some numerical examples and comparative static results for
the OEIP. They give us some economic implications, The main results are as follows. An
increase in the growth rate of the pollutant, uncertainty, proportional cost and constant
cost raises the value of the OEIP.
The paper considers one pollutant for simplicity. However there are many pollutants
in the real world. Thus, it is important to extend our study to consider a model with many
pollutants. The other interesting extensions are to consider technological progress that
improves the environment, and to generalize the damage function, for example D(x) :=
axP, p > O, and nonlinear implementation cost functions. As a first step, Ohnishi and
Tsujimura (2002b) investigate quadratic type implementation cost functions.
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Base Case Parameters

Table 4.1:
r
O.06

pa

a

a

b

O.Ol

O.15

O.25

5

Table 4.2:

71

basecase 2.3656

r:+10% 2.4783
:-10% 2.2472
p:+10% 2.3205
:-10% 2.4116
a:+10% 2.2363
:-10% 2.5178
a: + 109o -

:-10% b:+10% :-10% c:+10% --

:-10% -

c
5

The results of numerical examples.

-Al

hi

p

C'

oErp

8.3385
5.1543
15.2801
10,0666
6.9882
13.6144
5,5399
9.4114
7.2921
8.1951
8,4902
8.2628
8.4206

2.1946
2.3255
2.0599
2.1727
2.2167
2.2634
2.1256
2.0611
2.3538
2.2657
2.1238
2.2672
2.1184

O.3217
O.3769
O.2675
O.3077
O.3360
O.3122
O.3314
O.2893
O.3618
O.3617
O.2827
O.3183
O.3256

1.8729
1.9486
1.7924
1.8650
1.8808
1.9513
1.7942
1.7717
1.9920
1.9039
1.8411
1.9489
1.7928

53.5330
41.7354
77.5109
60.9423
47.6500
84.6020
36.9834
52.0798
55.2498
56.7300
50.4375
57.2877
49.7248

Notes: 7i is independent of parameters a, b, and c.
OEIP is calculated by -Ainyx '.

1

2

3

-2.5
-5
-7.5
-10
-12.5
-15
-17.5
Figure 4.1:
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Åë(x)
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Figure 4.2: Åë'(x)
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Figure 4.3: Åë"(x)
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Chapter 5

Optimal Dividend Policy with
Tbeansaction Costs under a

Brownian Cash Reserve
5.1

Introduction

In recent times many financial decision making and optimization problems with transaction costs have been studied in the fields of mathematical finance, optimal portfolio
management and contingent claim analysis. We observe two types of transaction costs
in actual financial markets. One set of costs is proportional to the amount or volume of
transactions, and the other is independent of them. When an agent faces some financial
decision making and optimization problem with these transaction costs under uncertainty,
he/she could formulate arid solve the problem through various methods in stochastic control theory. If the agent faces proportional transaction costs only, he/she' could solve the

problem by using a singular stochastic control method; see, for example, Chapter 8 of
Fleming and Soner (1993) concerning the theory of singular stochastic control. On the
other hand, if the agent faces fixed transaction costs or both fixed and proportional trans-

action costs, the problem could be approached via a stochastic impulse control method;
see, for example, Bensoussan and Lions (1984) concerning the theory of stochastic impulse
control. Until now, various financial problems in the presence of these two types of transaction costs have been studied such as consumptionlinvestment problems. The study of
consumption/investment problems using continuous stochastic processes was initiated by
Merton (1969, 1971). Although Merton's work does not deal with transaction costs, a
number of studies have extended Merton's work by considering transaction costs. An excellent survey of stochastic models of consumptionlinvestment problems with transaction
costs can be found in Cadenillas (2000). Stochastic singular control can be used to solve
consumption/investment problems with proportional transaction costs. See, for example,
Davis and Norman (1990). For stochastic singular control, see, for example, Fleming
and Soner (1993). However, impulse control is needed to solve consumption/investment
problems with fixed and proportional transaction costs.
The first application of impulse control theory to a consumption/investment problem
was studied by Eastham and Hastings (1988), Hastings (1992) extends Eastham and Hast-
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ings (1988) by incorporating a risky asset that follows a jump-diffusion process. These
two studies investigated the problem in the context of a finite time horizon, while Chapter
6.3 of Korn (1997), Korn (1998), and Section 5 of Cadenillas (2000) study the problem in
the context of an infinite time horizon. Section 5 of Korn (1998) and Section 3.iii of Korn
(1999) study the problem of maximizing the expected utility of terminal wealth. Oksendal
and Sulem (2002) allow consumption to take place at any time, i.e., they combined stochastic and impulse control. These studies investigated the behavior of an investor who trades
in one risky asset (or stock) and one risk-free asset (or bond).

This chapter examines a dividend policy problem with fixed and proportional transaction costs. Stochastic models of the optimal dividend policy have been in use since the
middle of the 1990s. They assume that a firm has a stochastic cash flow and optimizes the
timing of dividend payouts and their amounts. See, for example, Jeanblanc-Picqu6 and
Shiryaev (1995), Radner and Shepp (1996), Asmussen and Taksar (1997), HÅëjgaard and
Taksar (1999, 2001), and Asmussen, HÅëjgaard, and Taksar (2000). An excellent survey of
stochastic models of the optimal dividend policy can be found in Taksar (2000).
We assume that the firm's cash reserve is governed by a Brownian motion with a
drift, and that, when the firm pays out dividends, it incurs both fixed and proportional
transaction costs. For example, the fixed transaction costs could be the costs needed
for the firm's decision making, while the proportional transaction costs may be taxes.
Further, we suppose that the firm goes bankrupt when the'cash reserve falls to zero.
The firm's problem is to maximize the expected total discounted dividends paid out to
stockholders. To this end, we. formulate it as a stochastic impulse control problem, which
is approached via quasi-variational inequalities (QVI). We naturally guess that, under an

optimal dividend policy, the firm pays out a fixed dividend whenever the cash reserve
reaches a predetermined threshold. More precisely, we conjecture that, under a suitable
set of suflicient conditions on the given problem parameters, an optimal dividend policy
is in the following form specified by two critical cash reserve levels: whenever the cash
reserve reaches a predetermined level, M, the firm pays out a fixed dividend, so that it
instantaneously reduces to another predeterrnined level, fi. Namely, the firm always pays
out a fixed dividend, di - fl, at each (random) dividend time. In order to show the validity

of this conjecture, we take three steps in this chapter. We first prove that a QVI policy,
introduced later, is an optimal dividend policy for the firm's problem. Next we prove that

there exist uniquely the parameters, hi and 6 (and another unknown parameter A) by
examining a system of simultaneous equations, which are the well-known value matching
and smooth pasting conditions; see, for example, Dixit and Pindyck (1994). Then we
verify a corresponding candidate function that satisfies the QVI for the firm's problem
under an additional condition, that bounds the threshold level, hi from below. That is, the
guessed candidate function is the optimal value function for the firm's problem, so that the
above dividend policy induced by it is indeed optimal. Finally, we present some numerical

examples and comparative static results for the amount of the optimal dividend and the
expected duration between the successive optimal dividend times, which are summarized
as follows. Increases in uncertainty and of both the fixed and proportional transaction
costs raise the amount of the optimal dividend, and hasten the expected optimal dividend
time.
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Related papers are as follows. Radner and Shepp (1996)i, Asmussen and Taksar (1997),
and Jeanblanc-Picqu6 and Shiryaev (1995) exarnine optimal dividend problems under a
Brownian cash reserve, and obtain optimal dividend policy: whenever the cash reserve
reaches a threshold, the firm pays out dividends. Radner and Shepp (1996) and Asmussen
and Taksar (1997) consider optimal dividend problems without transaction costs. On the
other hand, Jeanblanc-Picqu6 and Shiryaev (1995) examine optimal dividend policies under three types of dividend process: (A) the dynamics of the dividend process, Z ---- {Zt},

follows dZt = u(Xt)dt, Zo = Zo(Xo), where u and Zo are arbitrary measurable functions
with upper bounds, and Xt represents the cash reserve at t; (B) the dividend process is
accumulated by each dividend at each dividend time according to eq. (5.2.1) in this chapter; (C) the process is an arbitrary, non-negative, non-decreasing, non-anticipating, and
right continuous process. Because Jeanblanc-Picqu6 and Shiryaev (1995) also considers a
fixed transaction cost in case (B), case (B) is the one related to this chapter. In order to

deal with this case, Jeanblanc-Picqu6 and Shiryaev (1995) also use a stochastic impulse
control approach. Then, the optimal value function and the corresponding optimal control
are found. They also solve a system of simultaneous equations to find three unknown parameters which correspond to A, hi, and 6 in this chapter, and show that the parameters
can be found uniquely by solving the simultaneous equations. The differences between
Jeanblanc-Picqu6 and Shiryaev (1995) and this chapter are as follows. Recall that when
the cash reserve reaches the threshold, the firm pays out dividends. After paying out
dividends the firm's new problem starts from another initial cash reserve level, P. Then,
the candidate function changes into the sum of the candidate function of the new cash
reserve ievel and the net dividends. By using this, Jeanblanc-Picqu6 and Shiryaev (1995)
show that when the cash reserve exceeds the threshold, the candidate function satisfies the
inequality corresponding to ineq. (5.3.5), which is one of the QVI. On the other hand, we
verify that the candidate function requires an additional condition to satisfy ineq. (5.3.5).

The condition gives us a lower bound for the threshold, hi, and is expressed only by the

given parameters of the problem. See the assumption (AS.5.3.1) of Theorem 5.3.3 and
Remark 5.3.1 in Section 5.3. Jeanblanc-Picqu6 and Shiryaev (1995) also show that the
candidate function satisfies the inequality corresponding to ineq. (5.3.6), which is another

one of the QVI, by using the value matching and smooth pasting conditions. On the other
hand, we shows that the candidate function satisfies the ineq. (5.3.6) by using a different
method. We divide the cash reserve into regions, and verify that the candidate function
satisfies ineq. (5.3.6) for each region. Furthermore, we present numerical examples and
analyze the comparative statics for the amount of the optimal dividend and the optimal
expected dividend time.
This chapter is organized as follows. The next section describes the firm's problem.
Section 3 is devoted to its analysis. Section 4 concludes this cbapter. An Appendix is
given in the last section.

iRadner and Shepp (1996) carefully discusses the reason why the cash reserve is governed by a Brownian

motion in Section 1. Furthermore, it is shown that if the accumulated net revenue follows a geometric
Brownian motion, the model defined in this chapter leads to an empty problem, and all the profits of the
firm are drawn at once.
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5.2

The Model

We assume that a firm's accumulated net profits are governed by a Brownian motion with
drift as in Radner and Shepp (1996). Let (Wt)t)o be a Brownian rhotion process given on
a filtered probability space, (st, Jr, P, (Ft)t2o), satisfying the usual conditions. Here .Zt is

generated by VVt in R, i.e., 1Tt == a(VVs,s S t). The firm pays out dividends by <(E R+) at

each dividend time. Let Zt denote the total dividends up to timet and be defined by

Zt =Åí<il{rist}, (5•2•1)
i)o
where Ti is ith dividend time such that Ti - +oo as i - +oo a.s. We put To- := O and
Ti+i- = 7i if Ti+i == Ti. <i represents the ith dividend and is non-negative for al1 i. These

Ti and <i correspond, respectively, to the stopping times and impulses in impulse control
theory. A dividend policy is defined as the following double sequence:

v:== {(Ti,Ci)}?o• (5.2.2)
The remainder is accumulated in a cash reserve. If the dividend policy v is given by
(5.2.2), then the cash reserve of the firm, XX,V := (XtX'V)t)o is given by

(k/I.ii,X.'V==.edt+adWt-dZt, OStST; (s.2.3)
where pa(E R) and a(E R) are constants, and T represents a bankruptcy time and is defined

by

T=inf{t>O; XX'" Sa}, (5.2.4)
where a(E R) is a critical level at which the firm becomes bankrupt. The critical level, a,
acts as an absorbing barrier for Xt. Once the cash reserve decreases to the critical level,

a, the firm cannot receive more investment and becomes bankrupt. In this chapter we
assume that a = O without loss of generality, Furthermore, we assume that when the firm
becomes bankrupt, the investors do not need to pay a penalty and the illiquid assets of
the firm have no salvage value. Following Definition 1.0.1, we define the set of admissible
dividend policy as follows:

Definition 5.2.1 (Admissible Dividend Policy). A dividend policy, v, is admissible,
if the following are satisfiecl:

Of{I Ti E{ Ti+1, a.s. i}) O; (5.2.5)
Ti is an (,7lt)t)o-stopping time, i)O;

<i is .TTT,-measurable, i;) O;

(5.2.6)

(5.2.7)

P [,ttm. Ti s{ [i '] = 0, v t4 E [o, oo).

(5.2.8)
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The condition given by eq. (5.2,8) means that dividend policies will only occur finitely
before a terminal time, T. Let U denote the set of admissible dividend policies.

Let K : R+ . R++ represent net dividends defined by

K(<) := ki<- ko, (5.2.9)
where (1 - ki)(E (O,1)) is proportional to the transaction costs and ko(E R++) is a fixed
transaction cost. Note that K(<) satisfies superadditivity with respect to <:

K(C+C'))K(<)+K(4), <,<'ER+. (5,2.10)
This implies that reasonable (.7t)t)o-stopping times become strictly increasing sequences,
i•e•, O = To < Ti < r2 < ••• < Ti < •••. The expected total discounted dividends function
associated with the dividend policy v E U is defined by

'
rco 1
J(x;v) =: E [ll.ll}.i e-"t K(Ct)i{.,<T}1 , , (s.2.ii)
where r(E R++) is a discount factor. We assume the following:
(AS.5.2.1)

r> pa
Therefore the firm's problem is to choose v E U in order to maximize J(x; v):

V(x) == sup J(x;v) =J(x;v"), (5.2.12)
vEU

where V is the value function of the firm's problem eq. (5.2.12) and v' is an optimal
dividend policy.

5.3 Analysis
In the previous section, we formulated the firm's problem as a stochastic impulse control

problem. From that formulation, we naturally guess that, under an optimal dividend
policy, the firm pays out a fixed dividend whenever t,he cagh reserve reaches a threshold.
In order to verify this conjecture, we take three steps in this section. We first prove that a
QVI policy, which is introduced later, is an optimal dividend policy for the firm's problem
(5.2.12). Next we prove that there uniquely exist the solutions of a system of simultaneous

equations, which are the well-known value matching and smooth pasting conditions. Then
we verify that a corresponding candidate function satisfies the QVI for the firm's problem
under an additionaJ condition, which bounds the threshold level from below. That is, the
guessed candidate function is the optimal value function for the firm's problem (5.2.12),
so that the dividend policy induced by the candidate function is indeed optimal. To take
these three steps, we first introduce some notations.

Suppose that Åë : R++ - R is a continuous function. Let M denote the dividend
operator on the space of functions ip defined by

Mip(x)E sup {ip(ny(x,C))+K(C)}, (5.3.1)
<E[O,x)
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where n(x,C) is a new cash reserve value after paying out dividends. We assume that ip
is a twice continuously differentiable function on R, C2, except on the boundary of the
considered region. Let us define an operator L of the X" by

Ldi(x) == ia2ip"(x)+padi'(x)-rto(x). (s.3.2)
Since ip is not necessarily C2 in the whole region, we must apply the generalized Dynkin
formula for ip. The formula is available if ip is stochastically C2. That is, we use the

generalized Dynkin formula on the set which has a Green measure of XV zero. Here the
Green measure of X" is the expected total occupation measure G(•,x;v) defined by

G(:-,x;v) == E [f,OO X,X•"1:. dt] , (5.3.3)
where 1:. is the indicator of aBorel set :'(c R++). A continuous function ip : R++ .R is
called stochastically C2 with respect to XX," if Lip(x) is well defined pointwise for almost all

x with respect to the Green measure G(•, x; v). Hereafter we assume that ip is stochastically

C2 with respect to XX,V. The following equaJity, which is called the generalized Dynkin
formula, will be used in the proof of Theorem 5.3.1.

E[e-'e'ip(X,X:V)] = E[e-rr` ip(X.X,'")l +E [f.l - e-rt,Cip(X,X'V)dt] , (5.3.4)

for all i, all bounded stopping times e such that ri S e f{ Ti+i.

Definition 5.3.1 (QVI). The following relations are called the QVIfor the firm's problem (5.2.12?:

Lip(x) S O, for a. a. x w. r. t. G(•, x; v), Vv E U; (5,3.5)
ip(x) ) Mip(x);
[Lip(x)][di(x) - Mip(x)] = O,

(5.3.6)

for a.a. x w.r.t. G(•,x;v), Vv GU.

Definition 5.3.2 (QVI policy).

Let ip be a solution of the (2VI. Then, the

dividend policy D -- {('fi, 6i)}i>o is

called a QVI policy:
(eo, 6o) = (o, o);

fi = inf{t 2 ft-i;X

(5.3.7)

fo(lowing

(5.3.8)

,X•V

Åë H};

6i = arg max{ip(n(X.X-;2, Ci)) + K(<i);<}.

(5.3.9)

(5.3.10)

in this context, H is the continuation region defined by

H := {x; ip(x) > Mip(x)},

(5.3.11)

and XtX'V is the result of applying the dividend poticy D = {('fi, <i)}i2o•
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Now we are in a position to prove that a QVI policy is an optimal dividend policy. The
following Theorem 5.3.1 is a minor modification of Theorem 3.1 of Brekke and Oksendal
(1998). Because Brekke and OksendaJ (1998) discuss combined continuous control and
impulse control, we cannot apply their result directly to our problem. So, we present a
modified version of theirs:

Theorem 5.3.1. av Let ip : R++ -R be a solution of the QVI and satisfu the following:

ip is stochastically C2 w.r.t. .X'X'V; (5,3.12)

,ttm..e-rtÅë,(X,X'V)=O, a.s. VvEU; (5.3.13)
the family {ip(X9'V)}.<.. is uniformly integrable w.r.t. P Vv EU. (5.3.14)

Then, we obtain

ip(x) ;2 J(x;v) VvEL(. (5.3,15)
(ll? foorn (5.3.5? - (5.3.7) and (5.3.11?, we have

Lip(x) == O, xE H. (5.3. 16)
Suppose e G U, i.e., the dividend policy is aamissible. Then, we obtain

q5(x) =J(x; D). (5.3.17)
Hence we have

ip(x)=V(x) =J(x;D), (5.3.18)
and therefore D is optimal.

Proof. (I) Assume that ip satisfies (5.3,12) - (5.3.14), Choose v E Lt. Let ei+i :=
7i V (Ti+i As) for any s E R+. Then, by the generalized Dynkin formula, (5.3.4), we

obtain
E[e-'e`+i-ip(X,X,'.V,-)] -E[e-"`ip(X.X,'V)] +E [f.,1 `"i- ehr`Z ip(X,X'")dt] . (5.3.19)

Hence from (5.3.5) we obtain

E[e-'e`+i-Åë(X,X,r.",-)] fE{I E[e-"` ip(X.X,'V)]. (5.3.20)
Taking lirns-co we have by the dominated convergence theorem

E[e-rri+i-Åë(X.X,•.",-)] s{ E[e-rTiÅë(X.X,•V)]. (5.3.21)
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Summing from i = O to i=m yields

m

ip(x)+2E[e-"`ip(X.X,'V)-e-"`-ip(X.X,'Y)] ;2 E[e"-"m+:-ip(X.X.'".,-)]. (5.3.22)

i=1
Since after paying out dividends the cash reserve jumps immediately from X.X,'Y to a
new cash reserve level n(X.X,'Y, <i) for all Ti < T, by eq, (5.3,1) and n(X.X,'e, <i) = X.X,'"

we obtain

ip(n(X.X,'e, <i)) SMip(X.X,•!)- K(Ci). (5,3.23)
And if Ti = T, then we have

(15(X.X,•V)-O. (5.3.24)
Thus ineq. (5.3.22) becomes

m

di(x) + ÅíE[[e-r'iMip(X.X,'Y) - e-"i-ip(X.X,'e)]1{.,<T}]

i=1

}l E [l=i e-'T'K(Ci)1{.,<T} +e'-r'm+i-ip(X.X.'".,-)] . (5.3.25)

It follows from eq. (5.3.6) that

Mip(XrX,'!)-di(XrX,'Y)SO• (5•3•26)
Ineqs. (5.3.25) and (5.3.26) yields

ip(x) }ir E [l--i e-"`K(Ci)1{.,<T} + e-"m+i'ip(X.X.'".,-)]. (5.3.27)

Taking limm-.. and using (5.3.13), (5,3.14) and the dominated convergence theorem
we obtain

ip(x) }ir E [l.IIII]=, e-"` K(<i)i{., <T}]• (s.3.2s)

Therefore eq. (5.3.15) is proved,
(II)

Assume that eq. (5.3.16) holds and e = {(ft, C"i)}i2i is the QVI policy. Then, repeat

the argument in part (I) for v = D. Then, all the ineqs. (5.3.20) - (5.3.28) except
eq. (5,3.24) become equalities. Thus we obtain

ip(x) =E [li.ll., li e-'ft K(<"i)i{e,<T}]• (s.3.2g)

Hence we obtain eq. (5.3.17). Combining eq, (5.3.17) with ineq. (5.3.15), we obtain

ip(x) ) sup J(x; v) 2 J(x; di) = ip(x). (5,3.30)
vEU
Therefore ip(x) = V(x) and v" =D is optimal, i.e., the solution of the QVI is the
value function and the QVI policy is optimal.

D
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Next, from the firm's problem (5,2,12), we conjecture that, under a suitable set of
sufficient conditions on the given problem parameters, an optimal dividend policy is specified in the following form by two critical cash reserve levels: whenever the cash reserve
reaches a level, hi, the firm pays out a fixed dividend, so that it instantaneously reduces

to another level, fi. Hence, the firm always pays out a fixed dividend, T - fi, at each
(random) dividend time, Ti. In order to show the validity of this conjecture, we first prove

that there uniquely exist the parametgrs, hi and 6 (and another unknown parameter A) by
examining a system of simultaneous equations, which are the well-known value matching
and smooth pasting conditions.
Let an optimal dividend policy be denoted by v' = (T', <"), characterized by parameters (5,hi) with O< fi < di < oo such that

'
Ti' := inf{t>Ti"-i;X,X-'"
g!I (O,X)}, (5.3.31)

**
<,'• :-X.X.;Y--X.X..•V
:M-6. (5.3.32)
lt
Eq. (5.2.3) becomes

(di..,/.-'."'==.edt+adVVt-dZt, ,OstsT; (s.3.33)

Therefore, when the firm pays out dividends, the value function seems to satisfy

V(x) = V(n(x, C')) + K(C")

(5.3.34)

== V(a) + ki (x - fi) - ko, x E [hi, oo).

Assume that V is stochastically C2 with respect to XX,V'. Under the assumed optimal
policy, if the initial level of the cash reserve x is x = hi + e, where e e R++, then the
optimal arnount of dividends is <' = (bi + e) - fi. Thus we have

V(hi+e) == V(P) +ici((hi+6) -5) -leo. (5.3.35)
Substituting x into hi in eq. (5.3.34) and subtracting from eq. (5.3.35), we obtain

V(hi+E)-V(bi)=kie. (5,3.36)
Dividing eq. (5.3.36) by 6 and taking lime-o in eq. (5,3.36), we obtain'

V'(bl)=ki. (5.3.37)
By (5.3.31) and (5.3.32), the expected total discounted dividends function, J", is maximized at <' =: hi-fi. Hence, by the first order condition for the maximization a[V(ny(X, <))+

K(<)]/0C [<=..fi =: O we obtain

V'(6)=ki, (5,3,38)
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because V is stochastically C2. Furthermore, we can conjecture that eq. (5.3.16) holds
in the continuation region (O,X). Following the standard methods of ordinary differential
equations, the general solution of eq (5.3.16) is in the form given by

ip(x)=Aie7iX+A2ecr2X, xE(O,di), (5.3.39)
where Ai and A2 are constants to be determined, and 7i and 72 are the solutions to the
characteristic equation:

122

+#7 -- r= O, 7E R. (5.3. 40)

ia 7

Eq. (5.3.40) has two distinct real roots:

-p+ pa2+2a2r

71 =

a

2 , (5.3.41)

72='pt- .pa22+2a2r. (s.3.42)
Since we have ip(O) = O, we obtain Ai +A2 = O from eq. (5.3.39). It follows that

ip(x) =Aie-aX(e6X-e-6X), xE(O,hi), (5.3.43)
where a :=: pa/a2 and 6 :== pa2 + 2a2r/a2. Rearranging eq. (5.3.43), we obtain

ip(x)=Ae-aXsinh(6x), xE(O,hi), (5.3.44)
where A :=: 2Ai.
Let us define ip(x;A,b,6) by

di(.,A,b,p).=:(E185)alLS" 6-X)b)-,,, ZE([;;-[is)s (s34s)

Hereafter we suppress A, hi, and 6 in ip for tractability unless we need to pay attention to
these parameters. We draw Åë and Åë' in Figures 5.1 and 5.2, respectively.2 A, bl, and fi are

parameters that are uniquely determined by the following simultaneous equations. These
equations are the well-known value matching and smooth pasting conditions:

ip(M)-ip(6)+ici(hi-fi)-ko, (5.3.46)
ip,(hi) = ki,

(5.3.47)

ip' (6) = k2.

(5.3.48)

2We have used Mathematica to draw the figures.
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In order to verify that there uniquely exist the solutions, A, hi, and fi, of the simultaneous

equations (5.3.46) - (5.3.48), we investigate how f and 6 depend on A. We will refer to
the method of Oksendal (1999). Flrom (5.3.46) let us define Åë(x) as

Åë(x) :-- A[e-aX sinh(5x) - e-aP sinh(66)] - hi(x - fl) + leo, (5.3.49)
where we fix A E R++. See Figure 5,3. The first, second and third derivatives of Åë(x) are
respectively as follows:

Åë'(x) == Ae-aX[-asinh(6x) +6cosh(6x)] - ki, (5•3•50)
Åë"(x) = Ae-aX[(a2 + 62) sinh(6x) - 2a6 cosh(6x)]•

(5.3.51)

fpM(x) = Ae'aX[--a(a2 + 362) sinh(6x-) + 6(3or2 + 62) cosh(6x)l. (5•3•52)
See Figures 5.4 - 5.6, respectively. It is obvious that ÅëM(x) is positive from (AS.5.2.1),

A E R++ and O < a < 6. Hence, Åë'(x) has its unique minimum point at di. Åë"(di) == O
yields

arctanh(=.3e%a+66)

di =

. (5.3.53)

6

Åët(di) < O leads to

A<

eedk

-a sinh(6di) +6cosh(6di) (5.3.54)

=, A•.
For any O < A < A, eqs. (5.3.47) and (5.3.48) have two solutions hi(A) and B(A) such
that O < fl(A) < di < hi(A). Hereafter we assume that O < A < A.

IJhom the above preliminary paragraph we examine how hi and P depend on A. We
first differentiate eq. (5.3,47) with respect to A and obtain
hit(A).,...%,:-i21'[.agi3nh,,[.XZ(,2;ii,S-cogh.g6i'.(,A,l)3..,.,,]

-Åë'(hi(A))
AÅëtt(hi(A))

(5.3.55)

The second equality holds from eqs. (5.3.44) and (5.3.51). It is obvious that the sign of
T' (A) is negative. This means that hi(A) decreases in A. Rewriting eq. (5.3.47) gives

Ae-aM(A) [6 cosh(6hi(A)) -asinh(6hi(A))] = ki. (5•3•56)
If bi(A) does not go to infinity as A goes to zero, then eq. (5.3.56) does not hold. Thus,
it follows that

AtO

limhi(A) == +oo. (5.3.57)
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On the other hand, it follows from eq. (5.3.53) and (5.3.54) that

limhi(A) = di.
AT,il

(5.3.58)

Simi1arly we obtain

6'(A)

e-afi(") [a sinh(66(A)) - 6 cosh(65(A))]

Ae-aP(A) [(a2 + 62) sinh(66(A)) - 2or6 cosh(6fi(A))]

(5.3.59)

-ipt(p(A))
Ae"(6(A)) '
The second equality holds from eqs. (5.3.44) and (5.3.51). Thus the

sign of 5'(A) is

positive. It implies 6(A) increases in A. Rewriting eq. (5.3.48) yields

Ae-aP(A) [6 cosh(6fl(A)) - asinh(66(A))] = ki•

(5,3.6e)

I!rom the same reason as in the case of bl(A) we have

tte4, p(A) - -.,

ATA

(5.3.61)

liM. fi(A)=di• (5•3•62)

Now we are ready to show that there exist unique solutions of the simultaneous equations, (5,3.46) - (5.3.48).

Theorem 5.3.2. Suppose that (AS.5,2.1) holds. Then, there uniquely exist the solutions
of the simultaneous equations (5.3,46? - (5.3.48?: A', hi(A"), and fi(A') with O < P(A") <
hi(A*) < +oo.
Proof By eq. (5.3.46) we require

g(A)=-ko, (5.3.63)
where .g(A) := A[e-abl(A) sinh(6di(A)) -e-aP(A) sinh(6fi(A))] -k[hi(A) -P(A)]. The derivative of g with respect to A is

Si/ÅÄ = [e-abl(") sinh(6bl(A)) - e-aP(A) sinh(6s(A))]

+ Ae-abl(A) [-abl(A) sinh(6hi(A)) + 6bl(A) cosh(6hi(A))]

- 24e-aB(") [-aP'(A) sinh(6B(A)) + 66'(A) cosh(66(A))] (5•3•64)
- k[d(A) - fit(A)]
= e-"hi(") sinh(6hi(A)) - e-aP(A) sinh(6fi(A))

From dip(x)/dx = -aAe-aXsinh(6x)+6Ae'aXcosh(6x) and eqs. (5.3,47) - (5.3.48), it
follows that summation from the second line to fourth line of eq. (5.3.64) becomes O. This
affirms that the second equality of eq. (5.3.64) holds. Furthermore, since (AS.5.2.1) yields
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O < a < 6, e-"X sinh(6x)

mcreases in x. Thus we find that the sign of dg/dA is positive.

Therefore it follows that

limg(A) = -oo,
ASO

Xit.. g(A)-O• (5.3.66)
IFYom eqs. (5.3.65) and (5.3.66) there exists A" such that g(A') = -ko by using the mean

value theorem. Therefore there uniquely exist solutions of the simultaneous equations

(5.3.46) - (5.3.48): A', hi(A"), arid fi(A") with O < fi(A') < hi(A') < +oo. M
Next we show that the candidate function of the value function of the firm's problem eq,
(5.2.12), satisfies the QVI under an additional condition, that bounds hi from below. Thus,
the candidate function is the value function of the firm's problem (5.2,12). Therefore, the

QVI policy induced by the candidate function is indeed optimal. To this end, we first
examine the following, For x E (O,hi), by (5.3,45) the second derivative of ip(x) is

ip"(x) = Ae-aX [(a2 + 62) sinh(6x) - 2a6 cosh(6x)]. (5•3.67)
Note that eq. (5.3.67) equals eq. (5.3.51). It is obvious that there exists A such that
Åë'(hi) = Åë'(fi) == O from Theorem 5.3.2. It follows that ip'(hi) = ki and ip'(fi) == ki•
Furthermore, since Åët(x) has a unique minimum point,

> O, x E (O, fi) or (hi, oo),

Åë'(x) :O, x=fiorhi, (5.3.68)
< O, x E (,(3, hi).
Therefore, it follows that

> ki, x E (O, 6) or (hi, oo),

ip'(x) =ki, x=6orbl, (5.3.69)
< ki, x E (P, M).
We now verify that the candidate function of the value function satisfies the QVI. That
is, the candidate function is a solution of the QVI. Thus, the candidate function is the
value function of the firm's problem eq. (5.2.12), using Theorem 5.3.1. Therefore, the
QVI policy induced by the candidate function is optimal.

Theorem 5.3.3. Under the assumption (AS.5.2.1?, let A", hi' = hi(A") and 6' : 6(A")
be solutions of the simultaneous equations (5.3.46? - (5.3.48?, whose existence is assured

by Theorem 5.3.2. RurthermoTe, we assume the following inequality:
(A S. 5. 3. 1)

e2on* > r + pa(1 + a) .

-r-pa(1-a)
Then, ip'(x) == ip(x;A",bl',6") satisfies the QVI. According to Theorem 5.S.1, ip* is the
optimal value function of the firm's problem eq. (5.2.12?, and the QVIpolicy induced by
ip" is optimal. That is, the dividend policy given by (5.3.31? and (5.3.32? is an optimal
dividend policy.
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(5.3.65)

Proof First we show that ip satisfies the QVI, (5.3.5) - (5.3.7).
(I)

Consider ineq. (5.3.5) for two distinct cases, x E (O,bl*) or x E [hi',oo).
(i) If x E (O,hi"), it is clear from (5.3.45) and the derivation of eq. (5.3.44) that

Lip"(x)-O. (5.3,70)
(ii) If x E [hi*, oo), by (5.3.45) we have to show

Lip"(x) = paki - r[ip"(fi") + hi(x - P') - ko]. (5.3.71)
If the sign of the right-hand side of eq. (5.3,71) is non-positive, we have

ip" (P')+ ki (x -P*)- ko ) pale'. (5.3.72)

r•
Because Åë"(x) = ip"(6*)+ki(x-6')-leo for x E [hi',oo), we rewrite eq. (5.3.72)

as

ip'(x)2pak'. (5•3•73)
r
Note here that the minimum value of x for x E [bl', oo) is attained at x == bi".

Thus we have to show only

. ip,(bl,))paki.
(5.3.74)
•r
From (5.3.45) and eq. (5.3.56), we can rewrite ineq. (5.3.74) as

e6bl" (1 - pa(lior)) -e-6di' (1+ pa(1 .+ or)) )e. (5•3•75)
It is enough to show ineq. (5.3.75). Because ineq. (5,3.75) is equivalent to the
assumption (AS,5.3.2), ineq. (5,3,75) holds. Thus, we obtain that the sign of
the right-hand side of eq, (5.3.71) is non-positive.
Therefore, ip" satisfies ineq. (5.3.5).
(II)

Next we show ip' satisfies ineq. (5.3.6). We refer to Theorem 1 of Constantinides
and Richard (1978), and divide the region into (O, 5"), [P', hi") and [hi', oo). For each
region, we show that ip' satisfies ineq. (5.3.6),

(i) For x E (O,P'),by (5.3.69) <= O is optimal. Then, we have

Mip"(x) == sup {ip"(n(x,C))+K(<)}
<E(OP*)

= [ip'(n(x, C)) +K(<)]<-o (s.3. 76)
= ip'(x) - ico

< ip*(x).
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(ii) For x G [P',bl') , because equality in (5.3.69) holds at x == B*, we obtain that
C = x - P' is optimal. Thus, it leads to the following:

Mip" (x) == sup {ip" (n(x, <)) + K(<)}
CE(O,x-X3*]

- [ip' (n(x, C)) +K(C)]c-x-fi* (s.3.77)
= ip'(fi") + ki (x - 6') - ko

< ip'(x).
From Åë'(x) being a convex function with Åë'(O) : ko and the derivatiQn of di, we
find that Åë'(x) decreases in x for x E (O, di). On the other hand, Åë'(x) increases
in x for x G (di, oo). Thus, we obtain that ip"(x) }l ip"(6')+ki(x - B') - ko for
all x. It follows that the inequality of (5.3.77) holds.
(iii) For x E [-x ,oo)', since equality in (5.3.69) holds at Åë = hi' or 6". Hence either

< == x - hi" or < = x - 6' is optimal. Therefore we have

Mdi"(x)=max[ sup {ip'('n(x,<))+K(<)}, sup {ip'(n(x,<))+K(<)}1

L<E(O,x-hi'] <E(x-bl',x) j

= max [[ip"(n(x,<)) + K(C)]c =.-hi*, [ip'(n(x, <)) + K(<)]<-x-p*]

= ip'(6") + ki(x - B') - ko

= ip'(x).

- (5.3.78)
Rearranging eq. (5.3,46), we have ip"(a*)+ki(x-hi") = ip*(P')+ki(x-6')-ko.
It follows that ip"(X") + ki(x - hi') - ko < ip'(6') +ki(x - 6') - ko. Hence, the
third equality of (5.3.78) holds.
Thus, ip satisfies ineq, (5.3.6),
(III) It follows immediately from the foregoing consideration that ip' also satisfies eq.(5.3.7).

Therefore, the candidate function, ip*, satisfies the QVI. That is, ip' is a solution of the
QVI. ip" is also the value function of the firm's problem eq. (5.2.12) by Theorem 5.3.1.
Iimthermore, the QVI policy induced by ip', that is, the dividend policy given by (5.3.31)

and (5.3.32), is optimaL This completes the proof. O
Remark 5.3.1. Jeanblanc-Picque' and Shiryaev (1995? show that the candidate function,
ip', satisfies Lip"(x) S{ O for x E [bl", oo) as follows.

Lip"(x) = paki - r[di'(5") + ki (x - P") - ke]

S paki - r[ip"(P') + ki (x" - P') - ko]

= rki - rip'(hi')

== o.
The first inequality above holds from x ) hi" in this region. The second equality above
holds by (5.3.46?. On the other hand, we show that ip" requires the condition (AS.5.3.1?,
to satisfy ineq. (5.3.6?. That is, we show that if the equality above is substituted by
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inequality, ip'(hi") 2 paki/r, holds. The condition (AS.5.3.1? gives us a lower bound of the
threshold, bl, and is ezrpressed only by given parameters of the problem. As to the condition

(AS.5.3.1), Cadenillas and Zapatero (1999? denive a similar condition. Cadenillas and
Zapatero (1999? study the optimal policy of a central bank in foreign exchange markets by
using impulse control theory. If hi" > -1/ki[ip'(P") - kifi' - ko] + pa/r, which is derived

by applying (48) of Theorem 4.1 of Cadenillas and Zapatero (1999? to our model, then
the right-hand side of eq. (5.S.71? is non-positive. The parameter to be determined, 6',
is included in the right-hand side of this condition. On the other hand, our condition
(AS.5.3.1? is given by evtemal parameters. lf the condition (AS.5.3.1) holds, the right-

hand side of eq. (5.3.71? is non-positive in thts chapter. Nevertheless, the unknown
parameter hi" is included in the condition (AS.5,3.1?. However it is easy to veriiiv that hi',

which is provided by numerical methods, satisfies the condition (AS.5.3.1?. IVote that the
condition (AS.5.S.1? gives the lower bound forhi'. Then, we can confirm that the condition
(AS.5.3.1) holds by using the relations between hi and di, X < hi", that is , substituting i
into hi' in the condition (AS.5.3.1?,

5.4 NumericalExamples
In this section we calculate A", th' and P' by using a numerical method, the Newton
method, and evaluate the amount of the ith optimal dividend, <,'•, and the ith optimal
dividend time, T,1 . We have used Mathematica to write the program. Furthermore, we
present a comparative statics analysis of C,"• and 7,"• by changing parameters. The comparative statics analysis provides us with an economic implication. When the firm decides to
pay out dividends with transaction costs under uncertainty, these results are usefu1. Here

we compute the ith optimal dividend time, Ti" by using the expected first passage time.
Following standard methods,3 we obtain

E[r,']-l'((.e.X,P{{--,2.a-.fi.'}}i,}). (s.4.i)
We assume that the hypothetical value of the parameters are as follows: r == O.05,
pa == O.04, a = O,2, ki = O.7, and ko == O.05. The results of the numerical examples are

presented in Table 1, Furthermore, we vary parameters by Å}10% and present the change
of A", hi', 6', <,'• and E[Ti*]. This illustrates the comparative statics analysis. First, the
comparative statics results for the arnount of the ith optimal dividend, C,'•,are as follows.

The amount of theith optimal dividend is increasing in the drift parameter, the diffusion
parameter and both the fixed and propowhonal transaction costs. On the other hand, <,"•
is decreasing in the discount rate. Next, the comparative statics analysis of the expected
ith optimal dividend time, E[Ti*], gives us the following results: An increase in the drift
parameter delays the empected ith optimal dividend time, whereas increases in the discount
rate, the diffusion parameter and both the fixed and proportional transaction costs hasten

the expected ith optimal dividend time. Note that the magnitude of uncertainty of the
cash reserve is measured by the diffusion parameter. It remains true that, because (1 - ki)
is the proportional transaction cost, a decrease in ki raises the proportional transaction
cost.
3See, for example, Section 8.4.1 of Ross (1996)•
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Flrom a shareholder's perspective these results of the comparative statics analysis are
interpreted as follows. An increase in the discount rate means that shareholders prefer
today's dividends to future ones. Thus, the optimal threshold and the optimal amount
of dividends decrease in the discount rate, while the optimal expected dividend times
are hastened. The drift parameter represents the trend of the cash reserve's dynarnics.
Shareholders prefer to continge to invest in the firm rather than receive dividends in
the higher trend case. It follows that the optimal threshold, the optimal amount of the
dividends, and the optimal expected dividend times all increase in the trend of the cash
reserve's dynamics. As shareholders want to avoid future uncertainty and prefer earlier
dividends, the optimal expected dividend times are hastened and the optimal amount of
dividends increases in uncertainty. Shareholders would like to avoid transaction costs as
well. Thus, an increase in the fixed and proportional transaction costs hastens the optimal
expected dividend times, and raises the amount of the optimal dividend at any time.

5.5

Conclusion

This chapter examines an optimal dividend policy with transaction costs under uncertainty. We assume that the firm's cash reserve is governed by a Brownian motion, and
that, when the firm pays out dividends, it incurs both fixed and proportional transaction costs. FXirther, we suppose that the firm becomes bankrupt when the cash reserve
falls to zero. The firm's problem is to maximize the expected total discounted dividends
paid out to stockholders, To this end, we formulate it as a stochastic impulse control
problem, which is approached via the QVI, Then, we conjecture that, under a suitable
set of sufficient conditions on the given problem parameters, an optimal dividend policy
is in the following form, specified by two critical cash reserve levels: whenever the cash
reserve reaches a predetermined level, hi, the firm pays out a fixed dividend, so that it

instantaneously reduces to another predetermined level, fi. Hence, the firm always pays
out a fixed dividend, hi - 6, at each dividend time. Note that the values of bi and P are
internally determined. In order to show the validity of this conjecture, we first prove that

there uniquely exist the parameters, A, a, and 6 by examining a system of simultaneous equations, which are the well-known value matching and smooth pasting conditions.
Then, we verify that the corresponding candidate function satisfies the QVI for the firm's
problem under the additional condition (AS.5.3.1), which bounds the threshold level, di,
from below. That is, the guessed candidate function is the optimal value function for the
firm's problem, so that the above dividend policy induced by it is indeed optimal. Finally,

we present some numerical examples and comparative static results for the amount of
the optimal dividend and the expected duration between the successive optimal dividend
times, which are summarized as follows. An increase in uncertainty and of both the fixed
and proportional transaction costs raises the amount of the optimal dividend, and hastens
the expected optimal dividend time.

In this chapter, the firm's future revenues are governed by a Brownian motion. To
make the cash reserve dynamics more relevant for the real world, one needs to consider
more general cash reserve dynamics than a dynarnics generated by the Brownian motion.
An interesting extension of this chapter would be to allow the cash reserve to follow a
Brownian motion with a Poisson process. The Poisson process represents the default
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phenomenon. That is, when we deal with the Poisson process, we develop the model with
credit risks. This is currently one of the popular issues in the theoretical and practical
ana!yses of finance. Other interesting extensions would be to consider the upper bound of
the dividend and the penalty of bankruptcy. These are to be considered in future works.
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Table 5.1:

base case

r +10%
-10%
pa +10%
-10%

a +10%
-10%
ki +109o
-10%

ko +10%
-10%

The resultS of

numer!cal examples.

A*

hi*

fi*

<t*'

E[T,"•]

O.6050
O.5545
O.6677
O.6521
O.5622
O.6287
O.5849
O.6722
O.5382
O.5987
O.6117

1.0499
O.9885
1.1218
1.0915
1.0032
1.0917
1.0029
1.0344
1.0679
1.0662
1.0328

O.3125
O.2736
O.3585
O.3524
O.2673
O.3098
O.3110
O.3223
O.3012
O.3023
O.3233

O.7374
O.7148
O.7632
O.7390
O.7359
O.7819
O.6918
O.7120
O.7667
O.7638
O,7094

13.9015
12.0923
16.0592
14.7177
12.7370
13.0939
14.6759
14.0652
13.7018
13.7218
14.0816

Base case parameters value are as follows: r =

O.05, pa == O.04, a = O.2,'

ko == o.os.

1.4
1.2

1
O.8
O.6
O.4
O.2

O.5 1
Figure 5.1: ip(x)
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